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Sustainability is one of many major concerns in the practice of
logistics management today. With vague and ambiguous trade-
oﬀs among resources, service level and proﬁt, a multi-objective
decision making framework will be essential. In this work, we
formulate the problem using a random linear utility function.
We develop a trade-oﬀ based interactive method to solve the
problem. The interactive method successfully obtains robust
solution and non-dominated solutions. We will illustrate the
usefulness of the interactive method using an intermodal routing
study under NAFTA (North America Free Trade Agreement).
In addition, we propose a heuristic solution algorithm for the
shortest path routing problem to further improve the eﬃciency
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“Green supply chain management is...integrating environmen-
tal thinking into supply-chain management, including product
design, material sourcing and selection, manufacturing processes,
delivery of the ﬁnal product to the consumers as well as end-of-
life management of the product after its useful life”[47]
For any logistics operations, transportation across the suppli-
ers to manufacturing plants, warehouses, consolidation centers
is inevitable. In recent decades, many countries have started
imposing new environmental regulations and encouraged indus-
tries to reduce their environmental impact. In response to the
environmental regulations and the expectation of the commu-
nities, many companies start operating their supply chain with
environmental considerations [51].
Transportation mode selection is one of the important issue in
logistics managment. Intuitively, shortest route could generate a
green route if there is only one transportation mode is available.
However, transport option often aﬀects traﬃc congestion and air
1
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pollution both directly and indirectly. Selecting an appropiate
mode has a profound impact on the environment. [43] Some
transport modes like rail and barge use less energy or use energy
more eﬃciently than other modes like road haulage and air cargo
[51]. So, emission generated could be reduced by selecting the
right transportation mode.
Yet, environmental considerations are diﬃcult to implement.
A logistics manager needs to face trade-oﬀs among diﬀerent
goals within the supply chain especially when the cost structure
is diﬀerent from carbon emission. For example, cost and emis-
sion may vary independently among diﬀerent logistics provider.
If the meaning of the best is well deﬁned, we could use an op-
timization technique to solve the problem [48]. However, there
is a lack of standards in the industry [5]. Firms try to integrate
environmental concerns with cost, transit time and other per-
formance of the supply chain while environmental consideration
is vague and ambiguous. Some ﬁrms may want to minimize the
environmental impact of the supply chain by choosing diﬀer-
ent transportation modes to ship their products from one end
to another end while some still remain unchanged and wait for
government’s instruction. Because of this uncertain environ-
ment in standards and regulations, a decision making problem
related to green logistics problem is arised.
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1.1 Introduction to Multi-objective Decision
Making Problem to Green Logistics
To integrate the environmental thinking with the traditional
thoughts of supply chain management, a multi-objective decision
making model could be one of the solutions [7]. Multi-objective
decision making allows diﬀerent goals and constraints put to-
gether and aims to seek an optimal or desirable solution.
In the literature, we see that there have been many green
logistics related problems formulated using multi-objective ap-
proaches. Traditional logistics take cost and transit time as their
consideration such as Bookbinder and Fox [8]. We extend their
work by adding environmental impact as one of the considera-
tions. The problem may be generically as below.
minffC(x); fE(x); fT (x)g (1.1a)
s:t:x 2 S (1.1b)
while S is the feasible set of x
The total cost, emission and time functions are expressed
as fC(x); fE(x); fT (x) respectively. We want to minimize these
three objectives simutaneously. Based on this model, we will dis-
cuss a case study of intermodal routing problem under NAFTA.
To deal with the vague decision associated with the emission
criteria, we also introduce utility function to describe the pref-
erence of the decision maker. Utility function is a quantitative
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way to evaluate the satisfaction of the decision maker to the
solution . It can be a function of cost, emission and time (i.e.
U(cost; emission; time)).
In this thesis, we investigate the problem with uncertain util-
ity. Uncertain utility is diﬀerent from deterministic utility. It
is describing the uncertainty of the decision maker’s satisfac-
tion towards the solutions. We may expect that the uncertain
utility ﬂuctuates from time to time. From the viewpoint of the
decision theory, every decision maker has a utility function of
his/her own which should be, a part from possible perception
errors, entirely deterministic [37]. To construct a manageable
model, we mainly focus on linear utility function. We can rep-
resent in a linear utility as
U(cost; emission; time) = wCfC(x) + wEfE(x) + wTfT (x)
wC ; wT ; wE are the “weight” of the cost, time, emission objec-
tives respectively. “Weight” is the importance or the preference
of the decision maker. If the decision maker thinks that cost is
most important, wC will be larger than the other two weights,
vice versa. In this problem, we assume that the ﬁrm has a clear
understanding about the cost and time, so they can make a deci-
sion consistently and easily. Therefore, wC and wT are constant
in this problem. We assume that wE is vague and diﬃcult to
ﬁnd. Therefore, in general, we do not know wE but assume that
the decision maker only know a range of wE. Furthermore, we
normalize the weight so that wC + wE + wT = 1. Our goal is
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to minimize the utility function to obtain the optimal solution.
However, it becomes hard when wE becomes uncertain.
1.2 Our Contribution
Motivated by the problem discussed in the previous section,
we develop a decision making model based on the trade-oﬀ
among the cost, time and emission. In this thesis, an interactive
decision making model for uncertain preference is proposed. If
the decision maker is unclear about the preference, our algo-
rithm will be able to compromise the preferences each time and
generate a robust solution. Robust solution is the solution with
the minimum worst utility (if the utility is smaller the better).
We formally deﬁne the term in Chapter 3. We conduct an ex-
periment to show that the interactive procedure is more robust
than the solution obtained by the decision maker.
In practice, during the interactive decision making process,
long computational time from step to step may hinder the deci-
sion making accuracy. Therefore, a quick search for the desired
solution is necessary. We suggest a heuristic approach to pro-
vide nearly optimal solutions to the problem more eﬃciently
with nearly optimal solution. We ﬁnd that the computational
time and memory storage space is reduced by our the heuristic
approach.
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1.3 Organization of the thesis
This chapter provides a brief introduction to our research
problem. Chapter 2 presents a literature review on green lo-
gistics problem and solution algorithms for the multi-objective
shortest path problem. In Chapter 3, we propose an interactive
method to solve the multi-objective problem under uncertain
utility and we design a heuristic for the shortest path problem.
Computational experiment is conducted to compare the perfor-
mance of the heuristic and other existing methods. Chapter 4
illustrates a case study of intermodal routing under North Amer-
ica Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). A computational experi-
ment will illustrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm.
We also discuss some managerial implication based on our re-
sult. Chapter 5 will summarize the work of this research and
propose research extensions.
2 End of chapter.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This research deals with a decision making problem of green
logistics. As mentioned in the previous chapter, there is a lack of
decision making frameworks for green logistics in the literature.
We aim to develop a general framework that is appropriate for
a green logistics problem. In this chapter, we address several
issues related to green logistics and routing. We ﬁrst describe
the work related to routing problem with green consideration.
Since a case study of intermodal routing for NAFTA will be
studied, we also discuss the intermodal routing problem with
green consideration. In addition, we speciﬁcally focus on some
important researches in interactive model of routing problem.
2.1 Routing Problem with Green Considera-
tion
Transportation is one of the major sources of environmental
pollution in a supply chain. Researchers have been identifying
7
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diﬀerent problems and methodologies to deal with the issue over
the years.
Bloemhof-Ruwaard et al. [6] conducted a case study of paper
recycling industry in Europe. They collect the environmental
impact data and use linear programming to formulate the supply
chain model of the operations. The goal of this paper is to verify
whether the Europe paper recycling industry can reduce the
environmental pollution. The authors suggest that relocation
of paper production plants could also reduce the environmental
impact.
Under the context of routing with green consideration, re-
verse logistics is also one of the common studies in the litera-
ture since the emerging awareness of reusable products. Reverse
logistics involves the physical transportation of used products
from the end user back to a producer and after certain reman-
ufacturing of the product, they will be distributed to market to
the end user again. It raises many problems in operations man-
agement including facility location problem, inventory manage-
ment and also vehicle routing problem [19]. Dethloﬀ [16] ﬁrst
extended the reverse logistics concept to the context of routing.
In particular, the author formulates a vehicle routing problem
with simultaneous delivery and pick-up (VRPSDP) to solve the
problem. A heuristic with polynomially time bounded is sug-
gested.
Apart from material saving, emission is one of the major
threats to the environment caused by transportation. Pan et
al. [41] introduced the concept of consolidation to freight trans-
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port routing problem. The authors formulate a network design
problem by ﬁnding the shortest path and deciding which hub to
load the goods and containers. They assume that the structure
of emission depends on no. of containers. The emission model
is a stairwise function. The amount of emission will leap when
one container is added to the carrier. From the case study in
the article, the authors suggest that freight consolidation could
save 52% of Carbon emission by sacriﬁcing 85 % of total cost.
Although the design of the network could save carbon emis-
sion, there is a lack of understanding of how the structure of
emission of freight transport look like. It is known that the
structure could be as complicated as any polynomial form. In
Demir et al.[15], the authors reviewed six types of models that
are available in the literature. The model is proposed from var-
ious sources including governmental organizations or academic
institutions. They summarize that amount of emission can de-
pend on the speed, size, weight or fuel used, etc. of the carrier as
well. This research is followed by an article discussing a new type
of routing problem, Pollution Routing Problem (PRP), which is
introduced by Bektas et al. [4]. The goal of PRP is to mini-
mize the pollution caused by the transportation. The authors
formulate an emission depending on the fuel usage. The authors
suggest that neither cost nor load minimization could provide
the cleanest route.
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2.1.1 Intermodal Routing with Green Considerations
As this thesis focuses on intermodal routing problem, we ad-
dress some intermodal related researches found in the literature.
Although intermodal routing problem is studied extensively in
the literature, very few researchers have considered environmen-
tal performance as one of the criteria. Recently, it has been
shown that intermodal can generally save more energy and CO2
than road transport [34]. Most researchers in the area do not
focus on the decision making model.
Hanaoka et al. [23] studied an intermodal routing problem
in Thailand. Their goal is to compare the optimal modal shares
with the actual modal share from Hat Yai to Bangkok. Three
objectives,shipping charge, energy used and transport time, are
taken in to consideration. WWW-NIMBUS, an online based in-
teractive multi-objective solver, is used to solve the 3-objectives
problem. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis on the speed, shipment
charge is conducted. They ﬁnd that the changes are insigniﬁcant
to the optimality.
Sawadogo and Anciaux[44] formulated 8 criterions and they
are ”cost”, ”time”, ”pollution”, ”energy”, ”noise”, ”time”, ”Trans-
shipment”, ”damage” and ”accidents”. Because diﬀerent con-
straints cannot be taken sequentially, each decision depends and
inﬂuences other choices all along the supply chain. Elimination
and Choice Expressing the Reality (ELECTRE) is used to solve
the intermodal routing problem. ELECTRE outranks diﬀerent
criteria and seek for the best alternative among a set of alterna-
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tives.
In Kim et al.[31], the authors developed a decision support
system by generating as many non-dominated solution as pos-
sible and analyze the trade-oﬀ between the cost and the emis-
sion. They consider cost and emission as their objectives. The
decision support system builds the relationship between trans-
portation cost and the amount of carbon emission.
Bauer et al.[3] presented an intermodal transportation net-
work associated with time node. They take the transshipment
waiting time as one of the criteria. Their work illustrates the
trade-oﬀ relationship between time and the emission.
Hoen et al.[25] proposed an inventor-routing model. The au-
thors integrate the emission factor into inventory quantity and
intermodal route planning. They compute the indiﬀerence cost
of shifting one transportation mode to another transportation
mode. The authors suggest that the policy makers should de-
velop a regulation mechansism which are expected to drive down
the emissions although they ﬁnd that the cost of shifting mode is
quite high, which makes the policy more diﬃcult to implement.
2.2 Interactive Routing Method
Routing is a classical problem in the literature. There are
many researchers studying this problem extensively. Usually,
when we are dealing with more than one goal or objective, in-
teractive or other multi-objective approach will be used. It is
straight forward that when there is only one objective in routing
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problem. They can be solved simply by minimizing or maximiz-
ing the certain objective. However, we can generate a set of
non-dominated solutions when we deal with more than one ob-
jective. A set of feasible solutions which objective values are
not all smaller or larger than the other. They are called non-
dominated solutions or eﬃcient solution (Formal Deﬁnition will
be given in Deﬁnition 1). In this section, we put our focus on
the interactive routing method proposed in the literature.
Powell and Sheﬃ [42] developed an interactive optimization
system for routing freight over a less-than truckload motor car-
rier network. A large integer programming model is formulated.
The model includes the main decision - network design, subprob-
lem decision - routing, truckload routing, and empty balancing.
The software developed allows the decision maker reoptimize
the route after modiﬁcation. Heuristic is proposed to solve the
large integer programming model.
Murthy and Olsen[39] suggested an interactive procedure to
solve a bicriterion shortest path problem. They propose to use
the concept of domination cones which develop from pairwise
comparison of alternatives on the Pareto front. After deﬁning
the domination cones, a shortest path algorithm is implemented
to ﬁnd a desired non-dominated solution. The authors suggest
that the algorithm will be converged if the utility of the decision
maker has a quasi concave utility.
Current et al.[13] is one of the earliest papers investigating on
interactive MSP. The authors attempted an interactive search
along the Pareto front (deﬁned in Chapter 3) of two objectives.
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They try to avoid the non-dominated solution (deﬁned in Chap-
ter 3) which need to be searched by constrained shortest path
problem. They ﬁrst search all supported non-dominated solu-
tion by Non-inferior set estimation (NISE), which can search
supported solutions eﬃciently by modifying the objective of any
shortest path algorithm. Then, they ask the user to select the
area in between the targeted non-dominated solutions generated
by NISE. Finally, they exploit the Pareto front within a smaller
region by using constrained shortest path problem. However,
the speed of the method solely depends on the number of non-
dominated solutions and the shape of the Pareto front. It may
be possible that the user will choose an inappropriate target area
and they may want to jump into other target area to compare
the non-dominated solutions. Therefore, the previous compu-
tational eﬀort will be wasted. Moreover, in the worst case, the
Pareto front can be solely non-convex and therefore only 2 ex-
treme points can be searched eﬃciently.
Granat and Guerriero[22] proposed a shortest path algorithm
to solve one of the common problems used in multi-objective
programming, the compromised programming problem. The
authors prove the optimality condition for the shortest path al-
gorithm in general and they test the eﬃciency of diﬀerent label-
ing scheme. However, the authors do not discuss any labeling
storage issue. In fact, during implementation stage, the labeling
storage depends on number of non-dominated path, which could
be exponentially increasing along with the problem size.
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2.2.1 Linear Utility
Utility function is commonly used in interactive routing. Un-
der the context of multi-objective optimization, it is assumed
that there are implicit utility function for every decision maker
[36]. In the literature, some researchers address on routing prob-
lem of maximizing the utility of decision maker (Or minimizing
if smaller utility value is better). Many of the articles used a
weighted sum of the objective value as the utility function.
Modesti and Sciomachen [37] also considered linear utility in
their multi-objective transportation network problem. They aim
at minimizing the overall cost, time and the users’ discommodity
associated with the required path. A multi-modal shortest path
problem is formulated. The utility constructed in the article
is linear and negative. All weights associated with the objec-
tive value are in negative. Therefore, the goal is to maximize
the utility function under this setting. Optimal O-D Path and
sensitivity anlaysis is tested in this research for a case study in
Italy.
Geiger et al. [20] introduced an interactive routing framework
which is applicable to general VRP problem with diﬀerent types
of constraint. During the interactive procedure, the authors
assume a linear utility function for the decision maker and allow
the decision maker to modify the preference information.
Recently, Tezcaner and Köksalan [49] designed an interactive
algorithm to solve the route selection problem for Unmanned Air
Vehicles (UAV). If the UAV has only one target, shortest path
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problem is formulated. If the UAV has several targets, vehicle
routing problem is formulated. The authors assume the decision
maker has a linear utility function. Similar to Iakovou[28], the
procedure ﬁrst looks for the minimum of each objective. Then,
it manupulates the weight based on current objective values and
ask the decision maker to choose. The decision maker will ex-
plore the Pareto Front until he can ﬁnd the optimal solution to
his utility function.
2.2.2 Interactive Routing with Green Consideration
Iakovou [28] formulated maritime oil transportation problem.
The goal of the problem is to minimize the cost as well as the
risk of oil leakage. The author proposes an interactive solution
methodology to solve such problem with two objectives. The
interactive method ﬁrst searches the optimal of each objective.
Then, a weighted sum objective is constructed based on this two
solutions and the interactive method will search a new solution
and ask the decision maker to choose.
Huang and Frey[26] proposed an iterative search for shortest
path algorithm to aid the decision of the hazard material rout-
ing problem (HAZMAT). HAZMAT aims to reduce the exposure
of hazardous material to public during the transportation pro-
cess. The authors minimize eight diﬀerent objectives regarding
to diﬀerent risks, cost and damaging factors. The authors also
suggest that a further research should be developed in network
optimization and decision under uncertainty to enhance the ef-
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ﬁciency to HAZMAT problem.
2.3 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we review work relevant to interactive rout-
ing and green logistics in the literature. Routing problem with
green consideration is relatively new and scarce compared to
traditional routing problem. More researchers start discussing
the relationship between production planning and routing. Tra-
ditional routing problems are mainly considering the cost and
time. Emission and other environmental considerations are ne-
glected. Most of the time, single objective is formulated in such
problem. However, there is an increasing trend in using multi-
objective because of the green considerations.
In this thesis, we assume that the decision maker has a linear
utility function which is similar to the researches discussed in
Section 2.2.1. In addition, when we add emission as one of our
considerations, the utility becomes uncertain and the satisfac-
tion of decision maker may ﬂuctuate from time to time. We aim
to develop an interactive algorithm to solve this problem. Al-
though diﬀerent interactive routing decision making models are
discussed in the literature, to the best of our knowledge, none of
them discuss how to seek the desirable solution for the decision
maker with uncertain utility by interactive method.
2 End of chapter.
Chapter 3
Methodology
In this Chapter, we discuss the methodology of our research.
First of all, Concept, Notation and Deﬁnition of Multi-objective
Programming are introduced in Section 3.1. Then, several exist-
ing interactive methods are discussed. Finally, after discussing
the basis of the interactive method, our proposed algorithm is
developed to serve as a decision making model to deal with un-
certain utility.
3.1 Concept, Notation and Deﬁnition
The concept of multi-objective optimization is discussed in
this section.
In the literature, there are many approaches to multi-objective
optimization problem. Hwang and Masud [27] ﬁrst proposed a
classiﬁcation of multi-objective optimization method. They are
divided into four classes [36]:
1. No preferences methods
17
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• The opinions of the decision maker are not taken into
consideration. The multi-objective optimization prob-
lem is solved using some relatively simple methods and
solutions obtained are presented to the decision maker.
2. Posteriori methods
• It is also known as a method of generating optimal so-
lutions. After generating a set of Pareto optimal solu-
tions, it is presented to the decision maker, who selects
the most preferred among the alternatives.
3. Priori methods
• The decision maker must specify his preferences, hopes
and opinions before the solution process.
4. Interactive methods
• Among these four classes, the class of the interactive
methods is the most developed. The interactive method
can overcome many disadvantages of the other three
methods. It only requires generating part of the Pareto
optimal solutions; the decision maker can specify and
correct his preferences. In each iteration, some infor-
mation is given to the decision maker and he is asked
to provide some other type of information. After some
reseaonable steps, the interactive method should yield
a solution that the decision maker is comfortable with.
A typical interactive method consists of the following
three steps:
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(a) ﬁnding an initial feasible solution,
(b) interacting with the decision maker, and
(c) obtaining a new solution (or a set of new solutions).
If the new solution (or the one of them) or one of
the previous solutions is acceptable to the decision
maker, stop. Otherwise, go to step b).
Without loss of generality, unless explicit speciﬁcation, all the
deﬁnitions and methodologies presented in this section consider
the following general multi-objective problem:
minff1(x); f2(x); : : : ; fk(x)g (3.1a)
s:t:x 2 S (3.1b)
where we have k( 2) objective functions and each function is
mapping from n-dimensional solution space to a one dimentional
real space (fi : Rn ! R). Objective vector is denoted by f(x) =
(f1(x); f2(x); : : : ; fk(x))
T . The decision vector (x1; x2; : : : ; xn)T
belongs to the feasible region S, which is a subset of the decision
variable space Rn. The image of the feasible region is denoted
by Z 2 Rk(= f(S)).
Deﬁnition 1. A decision vector x 2 S is a Pareto optimal
solution (or a non-dominated solution, or an eﬃcient solution) if
there does not exist another point, x 2 S such that fi(x)  fi(x)
for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k and fj(x) < fj(x) for at least one index j.
On the other hand, in the objective space Z, an objective vector
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z 2 Z is a Pareto optimal (or a non-dominated, or eﬃcient)
if there does not exist another vector, z 2 Z such that zi  zi
for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k and zj < zj for at least one index j. We
also denote Pareto front by a set of the Pareto optimal objective
vectors. The Pareto front can be represented in the objective
space. [36]
In addition to Pareto optimality, weakly Pareto optimality is
also commonly used in the literature.
Deﬁnition 2. A decision vector x 2 S is a weakly Pareto
optimal solution (or a weakly non-dominated solution, or an
eﬃcient solution) if there does not exist another point, x 2 S
such that fi(x) < fi(x) for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. On the other
hand, in the objective space Z, an objective vector z 2 Z is a
weakly Pareto optimal (or a weakly non-dominated, or eﬃcient)
if there does not exist another vector, z 2 Z such that zi < zi
for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. [36]
3.1.1 Finding Knees in Multi-objective optimization
Brake et al.[9] suggested that when there are large number of
objectives, decision makers may be diﬃcult to pick the “best”
solution. They are interested in looking for the solutions where
a small improvement in objective would lead to a large deterio-
ration in at least one other objective. These solutions are called
“knees”. These knees are also the convex region of the Pareto
front as shown in Figure 3.1. As we can see in the ﬁgure, the
red dots are the knees. The magniﬁed diagram shows the small
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Figure 3.1: Example of Knees in a biobjective space
improvement of one objective of the knees could adversely aﬀect
the value of another objective.
Knees are important when the decision makers are uncertain
about their preference because knees are relatively stable than
the other non-dominated solutions. In the ﬁrst phase of our
proposed interactive procedure, every solutions found will be
the knees on the Pareto front because we construct a linear
utility function based on the trade-oﬀ preference given by the
decision maker. Linear utility function (weighted sum objective)
can only attain the convex region of the Pareto front [36]. This
also implies that any linear utility functions are favourable to
those knees because knees are lying on the convex region of the
Pareto front. So, for any unconstrained multi-objective shortest
path problem, we can predict that the solutions must also be a
knee if linear utility function is used.
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An interactive routing by linear utility
In the decision theory point of view, every decision makers
have a utility function representing their preferences. Utility
functions are commonly used in multi-objective programming
problem. There are diﬀerent types of utility functions while
some of them are linear and some of them are non-linear. Most
of the time, researchers try to maximize the utility (if larger
value is better). Some of the researchers assume the utility as
strictly concave because concavity ensures the convergency of
the interactive algorithm (e.g. It is able to seek for the maximum
point of the concave utility function).[21][33] [53].
Strictly concavity of the utility means that at diﬀerent points
on the Pareto front, the decision maker has diﬀerent trade oﬀ
rate and the trade-oﬀ rate will eventually converge to zero (no
other improvement) when it reaches to the maximum point of
the utility. On the contrary, linear utility function assume that
every points has the same trade-oﬀ.
In the literature of transportation or routing problem, linear
utility functions are commonly used to model the preference of
the decision maker [49][20][37][28][24][12][52]. It is more prac-
tical to constructing an approximation of the utility function
by linear function because the decision maker do not have to
specify a trade-oﬀ at every single point on the Pareto front. In
addition, when the utility become uncertain, trade-oﬀ may also
varies every time. It is more diﬃcult to construct a non-linear
utility if we only base on the trade-oﬀ as our information to
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construct the utility. To develop a manageable and practical
model, we assume that at every point, the trade-oﬀ rates are
the same. Therefore, we assume a linear utility function.
3.2 Existing Interactive Method
In our proposed method, we separate it into two phases. At
the ﬁrst phase, the decision maker can choose the solution based
on any criteria or preferences. He can use this freedom to learn
about the decision situation and to explore interesting parts of
the Pareto optimal set [11]. However, as long as the decision
maker stops searching the solution. We assume that the ﬁnal
solution is his desirable one. We then base on his previous steps
and preferences to generate a solution that minimize the possible
worst utility. In Chapter 2, we discuss many interactive rout-
ing decision making models. In this section, we discuss some
important methods and some basis of our interactive routing
problem.
3.2.1 Framework of interactive routing
Figure 3.2 is extracted from Geiger and Merger[20]. It ex-
plains the interactive decision making model in routing gener-
ally. The rationale of our interactive method also follows what
Geiger and Merger proposed. In our model, the data is from the
“marketplace”. “Decider” is similar to the interactive method
that we are going to describe in this section. Through interact-
ing with the decision maker, it captures the preferences of the
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decision maker. Then ﬁnally, through optimization techniques,
a desirable route is found by the decider.
3.2.2 Geoﬀrion-Dyer-Feinberg (GDF) Algorithm
To capture the utility of the user, we must obtain the pref-
erence information given by the decision maker. The following
algorithm interacts with the decision maker by asking for the
trade-oﬀ rate based on the current solution.
When it is given a non-dominated solution, the decision maker
can move to a better (or more desirable) solution by specifying a
trade-oﬀ rate at particular point. We call this method as trade-
oﬀ method. Zionts and Wallenius [53] discussed the usefulness
of a trade-oﬀ interactive method. They stated,
“…managers seem to ﬁnd it easier to respond to the trade-
oﬀ questions in the context of a concrete situation (tradeoﬀs
that are attainable from realizable situations) rather than in an
abstract situation.”
GDF Algorithm is one of the common trade-oﬀ based meth-
ods which utilizes trade-oﬀ information to seek for non-dominated
solutions. The decision maker speciﬁes his preference on the
trade-oﬀ among objectives based on the current solution and
the algorithm tries to ﬁnd a more desirable solution using the
trade-oﬀ information obtained from the decision maker [21].
The goal of the GDF algorithm is to solve the problem (3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Framework for Interactive Routing Problem [20]
• The marketplace represents the element where orders are oﬀered for
transportation. This elements is particularly necessary to allow an ex-
change of information gathered during the execution of the optimiza-
tion procedure.
• Vehicle agents place bids for orders on the marketplace. These bids take
into consideration the current routes of the vehicles and the potential
change when integrating an additional order. Integrating additional
orders into existing routes leads to an increase in terms of traveled
routes and/or time window violations. This information is reported
back to the marketplace.
• An ontology describes the precise properties of the vehicles such as
their capacity, availability, current location, etc. This easily allows the
consideration of diﬀerent types of vehicles. It also helps to model open
routes, where vehicle do not necessarily return to the depot where they
depart from.
• A decider communicates with the human decision maker via a graphical
user interface (GUI) and stores his/her individual preferences.
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maxu(x) = U(f(x)) (3.2a)
s:t:x 2 S (3.2b)
U is the underlying utility function of the decision maker.
The goal of GDF algorithm is to maximize the utility function.
Moreover, GDF algorithm assumes that: [36]
1. The underlying utility function U : RK 7! R exists and
is implicitly known to the decision maker. In addition,
u : Rn 7! R is a continuously diﬀerentiable and concave
function on S.
2. The objective functions are continuously diﬀerentiable.
3. The feasible region S is compact and convex.
The rationale of GDF algorithm is ﬁnding a better solution
based on the trade-oﬀ given by the decision maker and the cur-
rent non-dominated solution.
At Initialization stage, the algorithm ﬁrst locates a non-dominated
solution as a starting point. Then it asks the decision maker to
specify the marginal rates mi;8i = 1; 2; :::; K of substitution be-
tween improvement objective fj and other objectives. According
to the chain rule, the gradient of the objective in Problem (3.2)
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Algorithm 1: GDF Algorithm
Initialization. Choose a starting point xj 2 S. Put h = 1. Choose a
reference function fj.
h=0;
while Decision maker is not satisﬁed the solution do
h = h+1;
Input: fi; fj, 8i 6= j
Marginal rate of each objective with reference to fj, mi = fjfi .Solve the Problem 3.3.
Denoted yh 2 S as the solution of the problem and dh = yh   xh.
if dh = 0 then
Stop.
end
Input: th:= f(xh + thdh) is the most preferable to the decision
maker










s:ty 2 S (3.3b)
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By assumption 1, we know that @U(f(x))@fj < 0, where fj is the
reference objective. Since multiplying a positive scaler does not
aﬀect the direction of the gradient, we can divide the gradient






where mi = @U(f(x))@fi /
@U(f(x))
@fj
;8i = 1; 2; ::K; i 6= j. mi is rep-
resenting the trade-oﬀ rate between fj and fi. However, it is
diﬃcult for decision maker to specify trade-oﬀ rate in very pre-
cise way when the utility function is not linear. Therefore a
local linear approximation is used to assist the interactive pro-




is a linear approximation of the concave utility func-




In problem (3.3), it maximizes the improvement direction by
obtaining a new solution y.
To ensure the algorithm convergency, if the improvement di-
rection, d, between y and x is 0 since the local optimal is iden-
tiﬁed (By assumption 1, local optimal is also global optimal.),
the algorithm will stop. Otherwise, a stepsize t with reference
to the improvement direction, d, has to be speciﬁed by the de-
cision maker and then, the objective values of diﬀerent stepsize
are shown to the decision maker. If there are no solution that is
satisﬁed by the decision maker, the interactive procedure con-
tinues until the desired solution is found.
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Although the algorithm utilizes the trade-oﬀ information of
the decision maker, Korhonen and Laakso[33] and Miettinen [36]
pointed out that the original GDF algorithm may generate dom-
inated solutions (Though the solution can be projected to on the
Pareto front, it increases computational eﬀort). Also, it may be
infeasible for multi-objective integer programming (MOIP) as
there are no any other integer solutions along the improvement
direction. Therefore, the stepsize is meaningless and should be
excluded.
After GDF algorithm, reference direction approaches were
proposed in the literature to cover the disadvantages of the orig-
inal GDF algorithm. Moreover, reference direction approaches
have also become one important class of interactive methods in
the ﬁeld of multi-objective optimization.
3.2.3 Reference Direction (RD) Algorithm
The original RD algorithm is proposed in [33]. The intuition
of the algorithm is similar to GDF algorithm. Firstly, it requires
the decision maker to specify the improvement direction. Then,
by minimizing the acheivement function in Deﬁnition 3 subject
to the problem constraints, the system presents a set of solutions
nearest to the improvement direction and the decision maker will
choose one solution among the solution set.
Deﬁnition 3. Acheivement function is denoted by s ￿z : Z 7!
R, where ￿z 2 Rk (some points on objective space). Without
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speciﬁcation, in this thesis, we deﬁne s ￿z as
s ￿z = max
i=1;2;:::;k
[wi(fi(x)  zi)]
Achievement function is an important tool in our proposed
algorithm. It can also be described as Tchebyshev distance be-
tween f(x) and z. A graphical illustration is shown in Figure
3.3.
min s ￿z (3.4a)
s:t:f 2 Z (3.4b)
s ￿z = max
i=1;2;:::;k
[wi(fi   fi)]
where wi is any real number for all i = 1; 2; :::; K. Problem (3.4)
shows a generic form of the compromise programming problem.
In (3.4a), we minimize the achievement function. In other words,
we want to ﬁnd the point which has the least maximum distance
to z on objective space.
In our proposed interactive method, apart from seeking solu-
tion using the trade-oﬀ information given by the decision maker,
we hope to ﬁnd the solution that is not too far from the opti-
mal value in the worst case when the utility becomes uncertain.
This can be done by formulating the objective as an achieve-
ment function. A detailed description is presented in the later
sections. In the literature, there is one type of RD algorithms
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of Tchebyshev distance
In this ﬁgure, if wi = 1; 8i = 1; 2, then Tchebyshev distance or acheivement
function is described as maxi=1;2fjf1(x)  z1j; jf2(x)  z2)jg
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called N.K.V RD algorithm [40]. It aims to get the desirable
non-dominated solution to the decision maker. N.K.V RD al-
gorithm also emphasizes on looking for any integer solutions.
The details of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2. The
algorithm requires the solution of Problem (3.5) and (3.6).
Initially, the system will seek one solution by solving Prob-
lem (3.5) as a starting point. Problem (3.5) is a special case of
Problem (3.4) where wi = 1; zi = 0; 8i = 1; 2; :::; K. If there is
no improvement needed, a desirable solution is found. So, the
algorithm stops. Otherwise, a stepsize parameter  = 1   rp is
determined in Step 1. p is the number of alternatives that the
decision maker wants to see. r is iterated from 1 to p. Then
Problem (3.6) is solved to ﬁnd the potential desirable solutions.
The goal of Problem (3.6) is searching for fi; 8i 2 L>h as low as
possible such that the solution satisﬁes (3.6b) and (3.6c). (3.6a)
is a normalized by the diﬀerence between the current aspira-
tion level and the current objective values. (3.6b) describes that
fi;8i 2 L=h needs to be at least as good as the current ith ob-
jective value. In (3.6c), (fhi   fhi ) is the improvement direction.
fhi is the current ith objective value. fhi is the aspired objective
value (aspiration level) speciﬁed by the decision maker at cur-
rent stage.  is the stepsize. By the algoirthm, This process
iterates until a desirable solution is found.
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Algorithm 2: N.K.V RD Algorithm
Initialization. h=1;
Solve Problem 3.5.
x1 := Solution of Problem 3.5;
Step 1.
if decision maker does not want to decrease any component of fh then
Stop.
else
Input: Reference point ￿fh
if fhi  fi8i = 1; 2; : : : ; k thenP=r=1
else






 = 1  r
p
Solve Problem 3.6.




if Decision maker is satisﬁed then
Stop.
end
if r  P then
Go to Step 2.
else
fh+1 = fh(r), h = h+ 1
Go to Step 1.
end










s:t:fi  fi; 8i 2 L=h (3.6b)
fi  fi + (fhi   fhi );8i 2 L<h (3.6c)
f 2 Z (3.6d)
L>h is the set of objective which current value fhi is greater than
fhi at iteration h.
L=h is the set of objective which current value fhi should be held
at iteration h.
L<h is the set of objective which current value fhi is smaller than
fhi at iteration h.
Although RD algorithms involve solving a minimax objec-
tive function (See Problem (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6)), they can be
reformulated as linear programming problem. Let us take Prob-
lem (3.5) as an example. It can be reformulated by adding an
auxiliary variable  in the minimization problem subject to the
constraint (3.7b):
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min (3.7a)
s:t:  fi;8i (3.7b)
f 2 Z (3.7c)
In this way, Problem (3.5) will seek for the optimal value, . By
the complementary slackness condition,  will be bounded by
the maximum fi and therefore the  will equal to maxffi;8i =
1; 2; : : : ; kg. N.D.V RD Algorithm is a basis of our interactive
algorithm. We generalize the achievement function to construct
a new interactive procedure incorporate with the trade-oﬀ in-
formation.
3.3 Trade-oﬀ Compromising Algorithm
Our proposed algorithm requires that at every point on the
Pareto front, the decision maker will provide his/ her desirable
trade-oﬀ information. We assume that every decision maker has
a linear utility function. We modify the N.D.V RD Algorithm
and try to obtain the trade-oﬀ information similar to GDF algo-
rithm. Therefore, we name our proposed algorithm as Trade-oﬀ
compromising Algorithm. After getting the desirable solution
by the decision maker, the system seeks for an alternative that
compromises all the given trade-oﬀ information. Hence, the de-
cision maker can evaluate the ﬁnal solution and the suggested
alternative.
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As mentioned in the previous section, the original GDF algo-
rithm is not applicable to MOIP and dominated solutions may
be obtained. For the trade-oﬀ compromising algorithm, we make
use of the advantage of N.D.V RD Algorithm. The solution ob-
tained must be non-dominated and the algorithm only serves for
routing problem or other MOIP.
The major diﬀerence between RD algorithms and our pro-
posed method is that RD algorithms are looking for the minimax
distance between the non-dominated solution and the reference
point(minfmaxffi   fi;8i = 1; 2; : : : ; kgg). In our algorithm,
reference point is not necessary. Indeed, we integrate the trade-
oﬀ information and we seek for the non-dominated solution that
is the most satisﬁed the trade-oﬀ information by solving a gen-
eralized problem (3.5).
3.3.1 Description of Trade-oﬀ Compromising Algorithm
The proposed interactive algorithm consists of two phases.
First, we assume that the utility function of every decision maker
can be represented by a linear function such that
U(f1; f2; :::; fK) = w1f1 + w2f2 + :::+ wKfK
Our goal is to minimize U(f1; f2; :::; fK). However, as mentioned
in previous chapters, some weights may be uncertain. Diﬀerent
solution may be obtained for each time because of the uncer-
tainty in weights. Our algorithm seeks the preference of the
decision maker in a more systematic way. In Phase 1, using the
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trade-oﬀ information given by the decision maker, we solve the
problem and search for another solution which is more preferable
to the decision maker. If the decision maker shows some incon-
sistency within a step,(e.g. two diﬀerent linear utility functions
are produced because of the trade-oﬀs of diﬀerent objectives),
R.D approach will be introduced to deal with such a discrepency.
The algorithm is stopped only by the decision maker when he
ﬁnds the most satisfactory solution.
However, if utility is uncertain, even a solution is chosen by
decision maker, it may not be optimal from time to time. The
chosen solution may be undesirable at later stages due to the
uncertain preference of the utility function. Therefore, in Phase
2, we seek for a solution which is not too bad to all utility func-
tions and we call it as robust solution. We describe robustness
in this thesis formally in Deﬁnition 4.
Deﬁnition 4. Assume that a decision maker is asked to deter-
mine his desirable solution for M times. Because of uncertainty
of the utility function, the decision maker has produced at least
M linear utility functions such that Uh(x) = PKi=1whi fi; h =
1; 2; :::; M; M  M . If the utility function is more favourable





A robust solution is a solution that has the smallest R. In-
tuitively, a robust solution will not be the worst for all given
utility function since we are ﬁnding the minimum of the maxi-
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mum utility value with respect to the solution x.
In the rest of the chapters, our discussion will focus on the
proposed method. We describe the interactive method in two
phases. Algorithm 3 describes the ﬁrst phase and Algorithm 4
describes the second phase.
Initially, a minimum of the most important objective (spec-
iﬁed by the decision maker) is found as a starting point of the
algorithm. This can be solved by Problem (3.9). In Step 2.,
the decision maker can set the objectives that the decision maker
want to improve and the upper bound of each objectives. Then,
the algorithm asks the decision maker to obtain the trade-oﬀ
rates among diﬀerent objectives. After specifying the magni-
tude of improvement for objective j,fj, the algorithm further
ask how much the objective i; i = 1; 2; :::; K; i 6= j has to sacriﬁce
with respect to the improvement of the objective j. Then, we
can construct a trade-oﬀ rate fh;ij ; 8i = 1; 2; :::; K; i 6= j. When
i = j, fh;ij = 1. Therefore, each fi is associated with a fh;ij .











) as the algorithm stated. Since there may be more
than one improvement objective, more than one utility function
can be formed. Then, we can ﬁnd the solution by compromise
programming which is able to ﬁnd the robust solution given a
set of utility functions in Problem (3.9). In the problem, (3.9b)
represents that the auxiliary variable  is larger or equal than
the largest value of the utility functions. The interactive pro-
cess repeats until a desirable solution is found. For each step,
there are totally jL<h j (number of elements in L<h ) utility func-
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Algorithm 3: Trade-oﬀ Compromising Algorithm Phase 1
Initialization. h = 1.
Input: l:=fl : the most important objective, flg
Let fh = (fh1 ; fh2 ; : : : ; fhK) at iteration h. fhi = Value of ith objective at
iteration h.
Solve (3.8) with i = l. f1= the objective vector of (3.8).
Step 1.
if Decision maker is satisﬁed then
Go to Algorithm 4.
Step 2.
P = f1; 2; :::; Kg
Input: J 2 P : The set of objectives that need to be improved
L<h = J
Input: fi := Upper bound of ith objective, 8i 2 P
8j 2 L<h ; i 2 PnL<h ,
Input: fj: the jth magnitude that want to improve at current point
Choose a reference objective as fi; i = 1; 2; :::; K; i 6= j





, fh;jj = 1






Solve (3.9) with solution xh and fh:
if (3.9) is infeasible then
Go to Step 2. to specify new improvement direction
else
h = h+1. Go to Step 1.
end
min fi (3.8a)
s:t:f 2 Z (3.8b)
min (3.9a)
s:t:  wh1jf1 + wh2jf2:::+ whKjfK ; 8j 2 L<h (3.9b)
fj <
fhj ;8j 2 L<h (3.9c)
f 2 Z (3.9d)
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Figure 3.4: Initial Step: getting a starting solution by minimizing one objec-
tive
tions yielded. L<h is the set of improvement objectives. We can
present graphically how the algorithm seeks the desirable solu-
tion in Figure 3.4 to 3.6.
The trade-oﬀ compromising algorithm utilizes the properties
of the linear function. So, we further explain the idea of using
linear utilty in here. As mentioned before, asking the decision
maker for the trade-oﬀ information is congnitively easy. There-
fore, we try to design a trade-oﬀ based interactive method. The
trade-oﬀ rate can have two meanings in here. If the utility is
concave, then the trade-oﬀ rate will be the linear approximation
of the utility function at that particular solution. In more pre-
cise, it is the same as the approximation ofmi = @U(f(x))@fi /
@U(f(x))
fj
introduced in the GDF algorithm (Section 3.2.2). On the other
hand, the trade-oﬀ rate can represent the gradient of the linear
utility. If linear utility is used, it implies that at every points
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Figure 3.5: Step 2: obtaining a trade-oﬀ based on current solution
Figure 3.6: Step 3: constructing a new objective function and minimizing it
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on the objective space, the decision maker can make the same
trade-oﬀ. We state the advantages of using linear utility as fol-
lows.
1. Easier to approximate the utility
• If we consider the diﬃculty of approximating the util-
ity function of the decision maker, using linear utility
seems to be more practical than using concave or con-
vex utility. It is because we can immediately determine
the utility function once we obtain the informtion of the
decision maker at one point. In practice, it is diﬃcult
to ask the decision maker to run the interactive pro-
cess for too many times, not to say an uncertain utility
function. Therefore, we believe that linear function is
a suitable approximation for the utility of the decision
maker.
2. Aligning with the preference of the decision maker
• It is also sensible to use linear function to approxi-
mate the utility since it captures the preference of the
decision maker appropriately. For example, when the
trade-oﬀ fjfi is small, which implies that the decision
maker want to improve fj so much that he can sac-







, will become small. The objec-
tive function will emphasize on minimizing the other
objectives and not on the ith objective.
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3. Obtaining a more stable solution
• It is well known that when objective is linear, it is only
able to attain the non-dominated solution on the con-
vex region of the Pareto front [36]. At the same time,
these solutions are relatively stable. We have intro-
duced the concept of “knees” in the previous section
and we know that the solution on the convex region
must be “knees”. Therefore, any given linear utility,
we must obtain a knee on the Pareto front, which is
relatively stable.
Algorithm 4: Trade-oﬀ Compromising Algorithm Phase 2
Obtain whji;8h = 1; :::;number of iterations; i 62 L<h ; j = 1; :::; K
Solve (3.10) with solution x^ and f^:
Output: f, f^
% decision maker choose one of these two non-dominated solutions.
Stop.
min (3.10a)
s:t:  wh1jf1 + wh2jf2:::+ whKjfK ; 8h; j 2 L<h (3.10b)
f 2 Z (3.10c)
After obtaining a desirable solution in Algorithm 3, we can
ﬁnd the robust solution in Algorithm 4. In Algorithm 4, it
captures the weight, whji, of each utility functions produced by
the decision maker in Algorithm 3. Then, a robust solution is
searched based on the set of utility functions by solving Problem
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(3.10). Similar to (3.9b), it seeks for the largest value of the
utility functions produced in Algorithm 3.
We should note that if number of iterations is large enough,
the solution obtained in Phase 2 will be the most robust.
As an interactive algorithm designed for multi-objective prob-
lem, it is important to ensure that the solution obtained must
be non-dominated. Theorem 1 states this property.
Theorem 1. If (3.9) is feasible, the solution [f1; :::; fK ] is always
weakly non-dominated solution .
Proof. We can prove this by contradiction.
Denote  be the optimal value of Problem (3.9) and [f 1 ; :::; f K ]
be the optimal solution. If [f 1 ; :::; f K ] is a dominated solution,
there exists a weakly non-dominated solution [f^1; :::; f^K ] such
thatf^i < f i ;8i = 1; :::; K (by Deﬁnition 2). For some wi , we can
have  =PKi=1wi f i . For any real wi, PKi=1wif^i <PKi=1wif i .
So, there must exist another ^ such that ^ < , which leads to
a contradiction.
Also, Problem (3.10) can be proved using Theorem 1 which
states that the obtained solution must be non-dominated.
In Phase 2, we look for a robust solution by compromising all
the utility functions. This process must yield a solution which
is “not too far” from the optimal value. We will show that the
solution obtained by the decision maker may not be desirable
in many cases while the robust solution will be more reliable in
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Chapter 4. Now we will shift our focus on developing a more
eﬃcient computational method for this interactive algorithm.
3.3.2 Interactive Method for Multi-objective Shortest
Path Problem
An interactive method requires a quick and responsive sys-
tem to assist the decision maker to make decisions. However,
when we face a large scale problem, the memory space required
and the computational time will increase exponentially with the
problem size. Eventually, the decision process will be slowed
down and will aﬀect the ability of the decision maker to make
quick decisions. As discussed in previous chapters, the appli-
cation of our method is intermodal routing problem. Shortest
path problem is used. We propose an eﬃcient heuristic algo-
rithm to generate the desirable solution for the multi-objective
shortest path problem. This heuristic sacriﬁces the optimality
in some situations by avoiding the heavy computational part of
the algorithm to improve the computational time. Interestingly,
we still ﬁnd that true optimal solutions are attained in most of
the case by correctly applying an appropiate pruning procedure.
In the context of shortest path problem, solving Problem
(3.9) is diﬃcult since it is constrained and looks for the min-
imax (or maximin) path. As we can see in Problem (3.9), it is
a constrained minimax path problem and it can be expressed in
a general form as Problem (3.11).
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min (3.11a)
s:t:  pt(f); 8t = 1; 2; :::; P (3.11b)
fj  Fj; 8j = 1; 2; :::; K (3.11c)





k(fk   f^k), Fj is the upper bound of the
jth objective, f^k is the reference point of fj. Z is the feasible
set of the uncontrained shortest path problem. Problem (3.11)
is a general form of Problem (3.9) in Algorithm 3. (3.11b) rep-
resents the auxiliary variable  is larger than or equal to the
largest value of the general function pt(f). By the complemen-
tary slackness, the objective value,  is bounded and equal to
the largest value of pt(f). In Algorithm 3, pt(f) is the linear
utility functions. In here, it can be generalized as any linear
functions.
Constrained minimax path problem is rarely discussed in the
literature. To the best of our knowledge, minimax path problem
and constrained shortest path problem are only discussed sepa-
rately in the literature but have not treated as a single problem
setting. For many multi-objective shortest path problems, dom-
inance check procedure is the heaviest computational part of the
algorithm. For minimax path, reader could refer to [22][38] for
more details. For constrained shortest path problem, the reader
may refer to [46][29][17].
The dominance check procedure ensures that only non domi-
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nated solution is able to retain in the label of any labeling algo-
rithms. Therefore, the optimality of the solution is guranteed.
However, this will lead to an exponential growth of the computa-
tional time along with the problem size and increase the burden
of memory. Algorithm 5 illustrates the dominance check proce-
dure in pseudo-code. The shortest path algorithm may initate a
dominance check procedure at a node j. First of all, it obtains a
solution set Sol(j) = ffm(S; j);m = 1; 2; :::;Mg, M is the num-
ber of solutions. Then, by Deﬁnition 1, we delete the dominated
solutions from Sol(j).
Algorithm 5: Dominance check proecdure
Input: Sol(j)
Sol(j) = ffm(S; j);m = 1; 2; :::;Mg, M = number of solutions
% Sol(j) is the solution set obtained at node j of a shortest path
algorithm.
for m=1 to M do
if 9fi(S; j) 2 Sol(j)s:t:fi(S; j) > fm(S; j) 2 Sol(j) then
delete fi(S; j) from Sol(j).
else if fi(S; j) < fm(S; j) then
delete fm(S; j) from Sol(j).
end
Remarks: For any i;m, fi(S; j) = [f i1(S; j); f i2(S; j); :::; f iK(S; j)] and
fm(S; j) = [fm1 (S; j); fm2 (S; j); :::; fmK (S; j)], fi(S; j) < fm(S; j) means that
[f ik(S; j) < f
m
k (S; j); 8k = 1; 2; :::;K].
One of the algorithms commonly used for solving minimax
path problem is label-correcting algorithm proposed by Murthy
and Her [38]. Recently, an optimality condition of minimax
path is proposed by Granat and Guennieno [22]. This con-
dition can be applied to any types of minimax path problem.
The following states the theorem of optimality. We denote
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fk(S; j) be the value of the kth criteria from starting node S
to node j, pt(S; j) be the tth objective value from node S to




k(fk(s; j)   f^k). f ijk is the cost of the
criteria traverse node i to node j.
Theorem 2. Let j be the label and represent the value of the
minimax path from starting node S to node j. (i.e. j =
max1tPfpt(S; j)g, fk(s; j) be the kth objective value from node





Then, the path satisﬁes the optimality condition if and only if






k )g;8(i; j) 2 A,
and for all paths si; j 62 Si, f ijk is the cost of the kth objective
from node i to node j
Proof. The interested reader may refer to Granat and Guennieo
[22]
Even with the optimality condition stated by Theorem 2,
we still cannot neglect the dominance check to ensure that the
optimal can be obtained at the terminal node, node T . This
can be illustrated in Figure 3.7. It illustrates how the Murthy
and Her algorithm [38] can search for the minimax path. The
pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 5. One might observe that
the optimal path from 1 to 2 is {1-a-2} while the optimal path of
1 to 3, 13 , is {1-b-2-d-3}. The subpath 1 to 2 of 13 is therefore
not optimal from 1 to 2. It shows that it may not be possible to
“inherit” the optimality directly from the previous node to ﬁnd
the optimal solution.
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Algorithm 6: Murthy and Her Algorithm
Initialization.
nondom(j) be the set of non-dominated solution at node j
fk(S; `) =1;8`; k
fk(S; S) = 0;8k = 1; :::; K
U =1
Nextnode = S
while Nextnode 6= ; do
Select a scanned node from Nextnode and denote as j
while Succeed(j) 6= ; do







k(S; j) + fkj`   f^k);8t = 1; 2; :::; P
if maxt[pt;temp] < U then
ftemp(S; `) = [f 1(S; j) + f 1j`; :::; fK(S; j) + fKj` ]
Run Dominance Check Procedure with input:
nondom(`) = Dominance(nondom(`) [ ftemp(S; `))






k(S; j) + fkjT   f^k);8t = 1; 2; :::; P
U = maxt[pt; 8t = 1; 2; :::; P ]




Remark: Dominance(Sol(j)) = Run Algorithm 5 with Sol(j)
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Figure 3.7: Example of dominance check
Let a = (5,6,5), b = (10,3,0), c = (6,6.5,7), d = (0,7,3). pi = fi; i = 1; 2; 3.
At node 1, By Theorem 2, 1 = 0. At node 2, we have labels [6,10,7] from
node 1 passing through arc a,b,c respectively. By dominance check, we can
immediately eliminate the solution (6,6.5,7) since it is dominated by (5,6,5).
Then, only 2 labels [6,10] left. By Theorem 2, 2 = 6. The minimax optimal
path of 1 to 2 is {1-a-2}. Then, we pass the labels from node 2 to node 3
by passing through arc d. The label of node 3 will be [13,10] since both of
them are non-dominated.By Theorem 2, 3 = 10 while the optimal path is
{1-b-2-d-3}.
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We denote that j is the optimal value which has an optimal
path st,st is the optimal path from node S to node T and sj is
the sub-path of st. 0j is the optimal value which has an optimal
path 0st, 0sj is the optimal path from node S to node j and
Node is the set of node that optimal minimax path st traverses.
In Figure 3.7, if 0j = j ;8j 2 Node,then, the optimality can be
passed to the next node. So, we can directly apply any eﬃcient
shortest path algorithms to ﬁnd the  without implementing
any dominance check procedure.
Because of the optimality condition in Theorem 2, we modify
the label so that the proposed heuristic can obtain an optimal
solution in some circumstances. The heuristic is shown in Algo-
rithm 7.
We should note that Succeed(j) represents the set of node
which is succeeded from j. If node ` is identiﬁed in the second
while loop, it is deleted from Succeed(j). If Succeed(j) = ;,
Node j is scanned.




; :::; pjmaxP )
T , pjmaxt = [pt1(S; j); pt2(S; j); :::; ptP (S; j)]
and ptr(S; j) represents value of pr(f) from Node S to j. It can





pjmaxt means that there is t 2 f1; 2; :::; Pg such that ptt(S; j)
is greater than other ptr(S; j); r = 1; 2; :::; P; r 6= v at node j.
Initially, we set LS = (0;0; :::;0)T (pSmaxt = [0; 0; :::; 0];8t =
1; 2; :::; P ). For the other L`; p`maxK = [1;1; :::;1],8t = 1; 2; :::; P ,
8` 2 Node. At the beginning, we start from node S. If j is un-
scanned, we select node j. Then, we proceed by selecting one
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Algorithm 7: MinimaxHeuristic
Initialization. Denote Ls := (0; :::;0)T ,0 is 1K zero vector.
Denote L` = (p`max1 ; :::; p`maxP )T ; p`maxt = [1; :::;1]as the t node `
Nextnode = S






fk(S; S) = 0
while Nextnode 6= ; do
Select a unscanned node from Nextnode and denote as j
while Succeed(j) 6= ; do
Choose ` 2 Succeed(j) and delete ` from Succeed(j)
% Succeed(j) is the set of the succeeding node of node j
Add ` to Nextnode
for t = 1 to P do
pjmaxt = [p
t
1(S; j); :::; p
t
P (S; j)]






i ); :::; p
t
















Delete j from Nextnode % j is scanned
end
 = min1tPffmaxfp1(T )g; :::;maxfpP (T )gg, T is the terminal
node (destination) of the network.
Remarks: p`maxt means that there is t 2 f1; 2; :::; Pg such that ptt(S; j) is greater
than other ptr(S; j); r = 1; 2; :::; P; r 6= v at node `.
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of its succeeding node from Succeed(j). Let ` be the succeeding
node. Since node ` is going to be evaluated, we delete node ` in
Suceed(j) to avoid repeating scanning. If ` is not in Nextnode,
which means that it is unscanned and newly discovered by the
algorithm. We add it to the Nextnode for the later scanning. In
the for loop, We let a temporary label ~p`maxt. It represents the
new label from the node S to ` through j. Then we calculate
the newt = max1kKf~p`maxtg and t = argmax1kKf~p`maxtg.
newt means the maximum value of the new label and t is the
index of the corresponding objective. If the new label is smaller
than the current label, p`maxt is replaced by ~p
`
maxt. This proce-
dure iterates until Nextnode is empty. Here is an example to
illustrate the strengths and the weaknesses of the heuristic:
Let us do a hand calculation using Figure 3.7 again. We let
a = (5,6,5), b = (10,3,0), c = (6,6.5,7), d = (0,7,3). pi = fi; i =
1; 2; 3. Initially, [11; 21; 31] = [0,0,0], [12; 22; 32] = [1;1;1]
and [13; 23; 33] = [1;1;1]. When we examine arc a from node
1, ~p2max1 = [p11(1; 1)+f 121 ; p12(1; 1)+f 122 ; p13(1; 1)+f 123 ] = [0+5; 0+
6; 0 + 5]. Then, we can calculate new1 = max1k3f~p2max1g = 6.
1 = argmax1k3f~p2max1g = 2. Since if old1  new1 , we will
replace the label p2max1=2 by ~p
2
max1. Now, old1 =1 while new1 =
6, we can replace p2max1=2 = [1; :::1] by p2max1=2 = f5; 6; 5g.
Other iterations are similar to the above procedure. If the
algorithm implemented correctly, we can get L2 = [f10; 3; 0g,
f5; 6; 5g, f6; 6:5; 7g] and [12; 22; 32] = [10,6,7]. Afterward, we
delete node 1 since suceed(1) = ;. We should note that even
though f6; 6:5; 7g is dominated, the algorithm retains it in the
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label. This is the main diﬀerence from the other exact solution
algorithm.











3 ] = [10+0; 3+7; 0+3] =
[10; 10; 3]. Similarly, ~p3max2 = [5 + 0; 6 + 7; 5 + 3] = [5; 13; 8],
~p3max2 = [6 + 0; 6:5 + 7; 7 + 3] = [6; 13:5; 10].
Then, we can calculate new1 = max1k3f~p3max1g = 10. 1 =
argmax1k3f~p3max1g = 1 (or 2, but we arbitrariy choose the
smaller one). Similarly, 2 = 2 and 3 = 2
Since old1 = 1 while new1 = 10, we can replace p2max1 =
[1; :::1] by p3max1 = f10; 10; 3g. Similarly, old2 is replaced to
f5; 13; 8g However, when new3 is compared with old3 , because
old3 = 13 while new3 = 13:5, we prune away this solution. Fi-
nally, the label in node 3 is L3 = [f10; 10; 3g; f5; 13; 8g;1] and
[13; 23; 33] = [10,13,1]. Therefore,  = 10 which is the same
as the exact solution.
However, the outcome of the heuristic search will be non-
optimal or even infeasible when the label of optimal path is
replaced by others. For example:
When a = (5,6,5), b = (10,3,0), c = (7.5,7,6), d = (0,7,3), L2
= [f7:5; 7; 6g, f5; 6; 5g, f1;1;1g]. Unlike the previous exam-
ple, the index of maximum value, t is 1 for the path {1-c-2},
which is the same as for the optimal subpath {1-b-2}. However,
 of {1-c-2} is smaller than {1-b-2}. Therefore, the optimal
path is replaced and hence, a dominated or non-optimal path is
obtained. In this case, L3 = [f1;1;1g; f5; 13; 8g; f1;1;1g]
and [13; 23; 33] = [1,13,1].  = 13 while the solution is not
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optimal (though it is still non-dominated).
Although we observe that the solution of the heuristic is not
optimal all the time as what we have seen in the above examples,
we can increase the chance of getting the optimal solution by
adding several pruning procedures. If the criterion is stringent
enough, we can maintain the optimal subpath.
The performance of the algorithm can be enhanced by us-
ing 2 types of relaxation pruning techniques. One is one-row
relaxation. The other one is Lagrangian relaxation. Both of
them are introduced in Murthy and Her [38]. We can see the
preprocessing procedures below.
Pruning Procedure - One-row Relaxation
Algorithm 8 is one-row relaxation. Our goal is searching the
minimum distance of any node j to the terminal node T . First
of all, we let DMini (`) be the minimum distance from node `
to T for the ith objective. The diﬀerence between Algorithm 8
and other shortest path algorithm is that it seek the minimum
distance from the end node, T rather than the Starting node S.
So at the very beginning, we set DMini (T ) = 0 and DMini (`) =
1;8i; `; ` 6= T . Then, similar to Algorithm 7, all nodes will be
scanned and at node j, the label DMini (j) will be replaced by
any new label DMini (`) + f j`i if DMini (j) < DMini (`) + f j`i . f j`i is
the cost of the ith objective from node j to node `.
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Algorithm 8: One-row relaxation
DMini (j) =18i; j
DMini (T ) = 0
Nextnode = T
while Nextnode 6= ; do
` = Nextnode, Delete ` from Nextnode
while Succeed(j) 6= ; do
j = Succeed(`), Add j to Nextnode. Delete j from Succeed(j)
if DMini (`) + f j`i  DMini (j) then
DMini (j) = D
Min





Pruning Procedure - Lagrangian relaxation
While one-row relaxation is seeking for the minimum distance
between node j to node T , Lagrangian relaxation (Algorithm 9)
is seeking for the lower bound of the optimal value, . Algorithm
9 is a subgradient method, which is commonly used in the lit-
erature to ﬁnd the tighter lower bound of constrained shortest
path problem[1]. We ﬁrst let Li(j; ) =
PK
k=1 if i(j; T ) be the
Lagrangian lower bound from j to T for the ith objective with
the Lagrangian multiplier , where f
i
(j; T ) is the ith objective
value for some subpath from j to T . By optimality condition,PK
i=1 i must be equal to 1 [38]. A mathematical illustration is












s:t:f 2 Z (3.12b)
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Since we maximize the objective (3.12a) by ,PPt=1 t 1 = 0
is required to prevent  being minimized inﬁnitely. Therefore,











t = 1 (3.13b)
f 2 Z (3.13c)
We can use Algorithm 9 as a preprocessing procedure to ﬁnd
a feasible Lagrangian lower bound for each node j. This algo-
rithm is seeking for a maximum point of the Langrangian dual
by iterating  until a good enough Lower bound is obtained.
As a subgradient method, it consists of two important param-
eters. One is the stepsize siter. Another one is the subgradient
S(f). In this algorithm, we set every step with stepsize = 1
while the subgradient is the current solution (p1; p2; :::; pP )[38].
Since PKr=1 r = 1, we normalize (p1; p2; :::; pP ) such that r =
prPP
t=1 pt
;8r = 1; 2; :::; P .
Initially, we set L(j; ) = 1;8j, the Lagrangian function
 = [1/K; ::::; 1/K] and L = [0; :::; 0] be the Lagrangian Lower
bound for the nodes. Similar to Algorithm 9, the algorithm
starts iterating from the terminal node T . When the algorithm
is scanning node ` to node j, if L(`; ) +PPt=1 tpj`t  L(j; )
the original L(j; ) will be replaced by L(`; ) +PPt=1 tpj`t as
shown in the Algorithm. Lastly, after Nextnode become empty,
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it updates the Lagrangian lower bound of node j by comparing
with the current solutions L(j; ) in each node j and ﬁnd the
tighter lower bound. We should note that iter is an arbitrary
parameter determining how many iterations do we need to run
in the preprocessing. We set iter = 10, which is performed
relatively well in our experiment.
Algorithm 9: Lagrangian relaxation
L() = [L(1; ); :::; L(K;)]
L(j; ) =18j
Denote L be the ﬁnal Lagrangian lower bound. L = [0; :::; 0]. Denote
number of iteration be iter.
for 1 to iter do
if  = ; then
 = [1/K; ::::; 1/K]
else
 = [ p1(S;T )PP
t=1(pt(S;T ))












L(T; ) =  PPt=1 tPKi=1wti(f^i)
Nextnode = T
while Nextnode 6= ; do
j = Nextnode, Delete j from Nextnode
while Succeed(j) 6= ; do
` = Succeed(j),Add ` to Nextnode. Delete ` from Succeed(j)
if L(`; ) +PPt=1 tpj`t  L(j; ) then











To apply such pruning procedures, we may add the condi-
tion: Let U be the upper bound of the optimal value . If








t (j; t) > U , then we can eliminate such
path. The heuristic is shown in Algorithm 10. Algorithm 10 is
very similar to Algorithm 7. The diﬀerence is that it combines
the preprocessing procedure in the initialization stage and the
two pruning criterion with the Algorithm 7. Initially, similar to
Algorithm 7, we let LS = (0;0; :::;0)T . (pSmaxt = [0; 0; :::; 0];8t =
1; 2; :::; P ). For the other L`; p`maxK = 1;8` 2 Node. Then it
runs One-row relaxation and Lagrangian relaxation to obtain
the lower bound of each objective for each node j,DMink (j);8k =
1; 2; :::; K and Lagrangian lower bound for each node j, ^L(j).
The later procedure is similar to Algorithm 7 until it reaches
the “if condition”. In this algorithm, we add two more pruning
criterion in the “if condition”.
The ﬁrst condition is maxfptempg  U . It states that if the
maximum value of the shortest distance based on current solu-
tion is larger than the upper bound, we should prune the route.
Since the DMink (j);8k = 1; 2; :::; K are already the shortest path
from node j to node T . The minimax distance of from node j
to node T must be larger than maxfptempg. If maxfptempg > U ,
the current route is unlikely to be the optimal route. The second
condition isPPr=1 r(pr(s; j)+PKi=1wri f^i)+ ^L(j)  U . The result
is derived from the Algorithm 9. It states that if the lower bound
of the optimal value must be smaller than the upper bound of
the optimal value. This statement is trivial.
Finally, when Nextnode is empty, the algorithm seek for the
 by ﬁnding the maximum value among P objectives at node
T as described by constraint 3.11b.
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Algorithm 10: Minimax Heuristic 2
Initialization. Denote Ls := (0; :::;0)T ,0 is 1K zero vector.
Denote L` = (p`max1 ; :::;p`maxP)T ;p`maxt = [1; :::;1]as the label at node `
U =1
Nextnode = S
fk(S; S) = 0
Run Lagrangian Constraints Relaxation then obtain
[DMin1 (j); :::; D
Min
K (j)]; 8j 2 Node
Run Lagrangian relaxation obtain ^L(j) and , 8j 2 Node
while Nextnode 6= ; do
Select a scanned node from Nextnode and denote as j
while Succeed(j) 6= ; do
Choose ` 2 Succeed(j) and delete ` from Succeed(j) Add ` to
Nextnode
for t = 1 to P do
fk;max(S; `) = fk(S; j) + f
j`





k(fk;max(S; `)  f^k); 8r = 1; 2; :::; P






i ; :::; p
t




















i (j)); :::; p
t

















^L(j)  U and oldt  newt then








Delete j from Nextnode
end
 = min1tP ffmaxfp1(T )g; :::;maxfpP (T )gg
Remark: The preprocessing procedures, Lagrangian Constraints Relaxation and
Lagrangian relaxation, are put in the Appendix.
Node = set of all nodes
Succeed(j) is the set of the succeeding node of node j
Nextnode is the set of the unscanned node
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Pruning Procedure for Constrained Minimax Path Problem
Theoretically, if the lower bound is tight, then an optimal so-
lution can be obtained without using dominance check. There-
fore, computation time can be saved tremendously. However,
when the lower bound is not tight, the algorithm will obtain a
non-optimal solution. But interestingly, this heuristic performs
almost as good as the exact method after introducing the prun-
ing procedure. The heuristic is shown in Algorithm 10.
If the problem is associated with constraints, one-row relax-
ation and Lagrangian relaxation may be insuﬃcient to prune
out infeasible solutions for every path. We add one more prun-
ing procedure by minimizing each objective from 1 to K with the
upper bound of each objective. Therefore, an admissible path (a
feasible path subject to the constraints) can be generated. Con-
strained shortest path is studied extensively in the literature.
One common pruning technique is Lagrangian constraint relax-
ation (Algorithm 11), which can search for a tighter Lagrangian
lower bound for each node. By replacing one-row relaxation by
Lagrangian constraint relaxation, we can solve the constrainted
minimax path problem again by Algorithm 10. The basic idea of
the Lagrangian relaxation is again using a subgradient method
to generate a tighter lower bound. Constrained minimax path
problem is a generalized form of minimax path problem problem.
Therefore, with the replacement of this two relaxation, minimax
path problem can still be solved by setting the Fj = 1 (Or an
arbitrarily large number), 8j = 1; :::; K.
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Algorithm 11: Lagrangian constraints relaxation
Denote number of iteration be iter
Denote Li() = [Li(S; ); :::; Li(T; )] as Lagrangian function of the ith
objective
Denote D = [DMin1 (j); :::; DMinK (j)] be the ﬁnal Lagrangian lower
bound for ith objective.
for i = 1 to K do
for 1 to iter do
Li(j; ) =18j 2 Node
gk = fk   Fk;8k = 1; :::; K
if iter = 1 then
iter = [1; ::::; 0]
else
iter =











iter) =1;8i = 1; 2; :::; K; j 2 Node
Li(T; 
iter) = [ PKk=1 iterk Fk]
Nextnode = T
while Nextnode 6= ; do
j = Nextnode, Delete j from Nextnode
while Succeed(j) 6= ; do
` = Succeed(j), Add ` to Nextnode. Delete ` from
Succeed(j)






k  Li(j; iter) then
Li(j; 











D = max[Li(iter); Li]
end
end
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Lagrangian relaxation for the constrained shortest path is
common in the literature [1]. Mathematically, we can present
the problem as follows.
min fi (3.14a)
s:t:fj  Fj;8j = 1; 2; :::; K (3.14b)
f 2 Z (3.14c)
In (3.14b), Fj is the upper bound of fj.
Now, we dualize the constraint 3.14b and therefore the prob-








j(fj   Fj) (3.15a)
f 2 Z (3.15b)
where j is the Lagrangian multiplier for constraint gj = fj Fj.
As suggested by Ahuja et al. [1], Problem 3.15 can be solved
by subgradient method as Algorithm 11. In Algorithm 11, we
aim to seek for the maximum Lagrangian lower bound of each
node j, D = [DMin1 (j); :::; DMinK (j)].
Initially, we set the Lagrangian multiplier as iter = [1; 0:::; 0]
as a starting point. Then, we set every label Li(j; iter) = 1




k Fk]. Similar to aforementioned
algorithms, we run a shortest path algorithm and the objective




k (fk   Fk). After Nextnode be-
come empty, the shortest path algorithm ends. We update the
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lower bound by looking for the maximum of the current labels
and the labels obtained in the previous iterations.
Lagrangian relaxation may not directly apply to the con-
strained minimax path problem. However, we could still dualize











t = 1 (3.16b)
fj  Fj; 8j = 1; 2; :::; K (3.16c)
f 2 Z (3.16d)
LetPPt=1 tpt(f) be the optimal solution for Problem (3.16)
and PPt=1 tpt(f0) be the optimal solution for Problem (3.12).
We can see thatPPt=1 tpt(f) PPt=1 tpt(f0) since the feasible
set of Problem (3.16) is the subset of Problem (3.12)’s feasible
set. Therefore, we can simply use the lower bound generated by
Lagrangrian relaxation (Algorithm 9).
3.4 Design of Computational Experiments
In this section, the design of computational experiements is
presented. Since there are no similar problems in the litera-
ture, we test the heuristic by generating 3 test problems using
diﬀerent parameters. The test problems diﬀer with respect to:
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1. N = number of objectives
2. K = number of criteria
3. wtk;8t = 1; :::; P; k = 1; :::; K
4. Fk;8k = 1; :::; K
5. fkij = cost of traversing node i to node j for objective k
6. jNodej = number of node
We set the transportation cost fkij varying under a uniform
distribution from 0 to 2000. N is equal to 3 or 6. wi follows
uniform distribution from 0 to 1. Fk follows a uniform distri-
bution from 1000 to 5000 for all k = 1,...,K. number of node,
jNodej, is 100, 273, 500, 3000. We setup our network with only
positive unidirectional arc. No backward arc is allowed. There-
fore, maximum number of arc, jArcj is (jNodej(jNodej+1)/2).




k(S; j)  f^k); 8t = 1; :::; N
In the literature, there are no studies about constrained min-
imax problem. We benchmark our proposed heuristic by using
a modiﬁed Murthy and Her algorithm and a commercial solver,
CPlex.
A modiﬁed Murthy and Her algorithm is introduced below.
We use one-row relaxation and we add a pruning procedure to
Murthy and Her algorithm. If there exists k, such that fk(S; i)+
fkij + D
Min
k (j) > Fk, the solution will be pruned. DMink (j) is
obtained by one-row relaxation (Algorithm 8).
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Algorithm 12: Modiﬁed Murthy and Her Algorithm
Initialization.
nondom(j) be the set of non-dominated solution at node j
fk(S; `) =1;8`; k
fk(S; S) = 0;8k = 1; :::; K
U =1
Nextnode = S
Run One-row relaxation then obtain [DMin1 (j); :::; DMinK (j)]8j
while Nextnode 6= ; do
Select a scanned node from Nextnode and denote as j
while Succeed(j) 6= ; do







k(S; j) + fkj` +D
Min
k (`)  f^k);8t = 1; 2; :::; P
if fk(S; j) + fkj` +DMink (`)  Fk;8k and maxt[pt;temp] < U then
ftemp(S; `) = [f 1(S; j) + f 1j`; :::; fK(S; j) + fKj` ]
Run Dominance Check Procedure with input:
nondom(`) = Dominance(nondom(`) [ ftemp(S; `))






k(S; j) + fkjT   f^k);8t = 1; 2; :::; P
U = maxt[pt; 8t = 1; 2; :::; P ]




Remark: Dominance(nondom(j)) = Run Algorithm 5 with Sol(j) = nondom(j)
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In this computational test, we run three cases. The three
cases are 3 objectives and 3 criteria (Case 1), 6 objectives and
3 criteria (Case 2) and 6 objectives and 6 criteria (Case 3). For
each cases, we will test the algorithm by diﬀerent sizes. We
solved 50 (for size = 100 to 273) and 30 problems (for size =
500 to 3000) repeatedly to obtain the average performance. The
performance of the heuristic is evaluated by number of optimal
solution obtained, average diﬀerence from the optimal and com-
putational time.
Furthermore, during the experiment, memory space is ex-
ploded when jNodej > 273 when using CPlex. The number of
elements in an arc matrix is jNodej3 while this matrix may be
further expanded by CPlex solver. We use computer with In-
tel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q9400 @ 2.66 GHz, 2.87 GB of
RAM to run the compuational test.
The result of the experiment shows that our proposed heuris-
tic generates very good solutions, which are optimal in most of
the cases. Moreover, it outperforms the modiﬁed Murthy and
Her’s Algorithm and CPlex in most of the time of Case 1 and
2. However, we ﬁnd that when number of criteria increased to
6, the performance of the heuristic is poorer than the Murthy
and Her’s Algorithm. We suspect that more number of criteria
will increase the chance of pruning. Therefore, less dominance
search is required for the case with 6 criteria. Table 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 shows the results of Case 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In these
tables, LP represents the result of using CPlex Solver. MH
represents the result of using Modiﬁed Murthy and Her Algo-
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rithm. HEUn represents the result of our proposed heursitics
with subgradient stepsize n.
Readers should note that objective function is pt(f);8t =
1; 2; :::; P , which is speciﬁed in Problem 3.11, while criteria means
fk;8k = 1; 2; :::; K. Therefore, the objective function is the func-
tion of the criterion and we could have diﬀerent number of ob-
jectives and criterion in the experiment.
In Table 3.1, we show the result of 3 objectives and 3 criteria.
We conclude that our heuristic outperforms the exact methods
and CPlex. When node = 100, CPlex may have the advantage
in computational time. However, when n = 273 and 500, our
algorithm is almost 50% reduction of the computational time of
the exact methods or using CPlex. When n = 3000, the heuristic
still achieve around 23% reduction in computational time with
very good solutions.
In Table 3.2, we show the result of 3 objectives and 6 criteria.
The result shown is similar to Table 3.2. We conclude that
our heuristic outperforms the exact methods and CPlex. When
node = 100, CPlex may have the advantage in computational
time but when n = 273 and 500, our algorithm is around 35%
reduction of the computational time of the exact methods or
using CPlex. When n = 3000, the heuristic still achieve 30%
reduction in computational time with very good solutions.
In Table 3.3, we can see that when there are 6 objectives
and 6 criteria, unlike previous cases, no great improvements are
found compared to the exact method. When n = 250, the heuris-
tic reduces the computational time by around 30%. However,
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Table 3.1: Computational result of Case 1
3 objectives, 3 criteria, number of node = 100
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
LP 0.6859 50 -
MH 1.1072 50 -
HEU1 0.8909 49 15.76951415
HEU10 0.7028 49 15.76951415
HEU100 0.7 49 15.76951415
HEU1000 0.695 49 15.76951415
3 objectives, 3 criteria, number of node = 273
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
LP 10.565625 50 -
MH 9.58625 50 -
HEU1 5.2246875 50 -
HEU10 5.00625 50 -
HEU100 5.0028125 50 -
HEU1000 5.0115625 50 -
3 objectives, 3 criteria, number of node = 500
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
MH 33.5916 30 -
HEU1 17.5253 30 -
HEU10 17.5047 29 0.0891
HEU100 17.5056 29 0.0891
HEU1000 17.5072 30 -
3 objectives, 3 criteria, number of node = 3000
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
MH 1430.210417 30 0
HEU1 1097.439063 29 17.458
HEU10 1097.982292 29 17.458
HEU100 1097.122396 29 17.458
HEU1000 1096.661458 28 22.551
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Table 3.2: Computational result of Case 2
3 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 100
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
LP 1.0009 50 -
MH 1.04 50 -
HEU1 0.9628 49 50.7101
HEU10 0.7459 49 50.7101
HEU100 0.7381 49 50.7101
HEU1000 0.7381 49 50.7101
3 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 273
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
LP 7.2538 50 -
MH 7.1891 50 -
HEU1 4.8569 49 108.705
HEU10 4.6688 49 108.705
HEU100 4.6925 49 108.705
HEU1000 4.6597 49 108.705
3 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 500
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
MH 29.3894 30 -
HEU1 18.8094 30 -
HEU10 18.8253 30 -
HEU100 18.8113 30 -
HEU1000 18.8509 30 -
3 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 3000
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
MH 1905.904688 30 -
HEU1 1333.604167 29 14.406
HEU10 1334.347396 29 14.406
HEU100 1334.258333 29 14.406
HEU1000 1332.656771 29 14.406
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Table 3.3: Computational result of Case 3
6 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 100
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
LP 0.8044 50 -
MH 0.8241 50 -
HEU1 1.0556 49 -
HEU10 0.9434 49 -
HEU100 0.9425 49 4.1235
HEU1000 0.9481 49 7.5783
6 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 250
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
LP 9.8922 50 -
MH 6.7703 50 -
HEU1 6.6744 49 62.395
HEU10 6.6175 46 101.2347
HEU100 6.6419 46 71.3178
HEU1000 6.6644 46 101.2347
6 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 500
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
MH 22.5513 30 -
HEU1 22.5513 30 -
HEU10 22.0575 29 40.791
HEU100 22.0878 30 -
HEU1000 22.1141 29 40.791
6 objectives, 6 criteria, number of node = 2000
Method Average time numberof optimal Average Diﬀerence (if any)
MH 376.0729 30 -
HEU1 376.0729 30 -
HEU10 456.9545 30 -
HEU100 457.2747 30 -
HEU1000 456.8594 30 -
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when n = 500, exact method is comparable with the heuristic
method. Moreover, when n = 2000, exact method outperforms
the heuristic in most of the settings. We suspect that the dom-
inance check is not required in most of the time when more
objective is imposed because there is a higher chance of pruning
away the solutions.
We also ﬁnd that magnitude of stepsize in the preprocessing
procedure does not aﬀect the computational time nor the solu-
tions much. To conclude, most of the solutions found by this
heuristic are optimal solution in most of the cases. Also, the
heursitic reduces the computational time of the exact method
or commercial solver.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose an interactive procedure which
intends to use trade-oﬀ information given by the decision maker
to generate a desirable non-dominated solution. This interactive
procedure is formulated by several constrained minimax path
problems. Constrained minimax path problems have not been
discussed in the literature so far. Therefore, we propose an ef-
ﬁcient heuristic approach to solve the problem. This heuristic
could be faster than the commercial server and the algorihm
with dominance search when number of criteria is less. Inter-
estingly, the optimal solution can be obtained in most instances
in the experiment. We believe that if the lower bound is tight
enough, optimal solution can be obtained.
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2 End of chapter.
Chapter 4
Case study on NAFTA
In this Chapter, we will study an intermodal routing problem
based on the real case study from Bookbinder and Fox[8]. As
discussed in Chapter 2, we will include cost, transit time and
emission in our considerations.
A supply chain manager of a manufacturing ﬁrm in Canada
may realize that lower Mexican wages may oﬀset the additional
transportation costs; and that capital-intensive operations prefer-
ably remains in the United States or Canada. North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the free-trade agreement be-
tween Canada, Mexico and the United States, caused North
American companies to consider inclusion of Mexico in their
supply chains. We assume that there is a company planning
to ship the goods from a capital intensive plant in one of the
5 major Canadian cities (e.g. Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg,
Toronto and Montreal) and a plant with lower labour cost in
one of the 3 major Mexican cities (e.g. Mexico City, Monter-
rey and Guadalajara). Multi-objective shortest path problem is
74
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used in this study. To fulﬁll the corporate social responsibility,
the company further consider the amount of emission released
during shipping as one of the objectives apart from cost and
transit time. The problem is described mathematically in Prob-
lem (4.1).



















xmji = 1; i = T (4.1d)
xmij = f0; 1g;8m; i; j (4.1e)
Where
M is the set of transport mode.
V +(i;m) is the set of suceeding node from node i with transport
mode m.
V  (j;m) is the set of preceeding node to node j with transport
mode m.
If it traverse node i to node j by transport mode m, then
xijm = 1. Otherwise ,0.
However, since there is a lack of any standards to restrict the
amount of emission, the decision maker may ﬁnd it diﬃcult to
make decisions and may be inconsistent from case to case. Our
decision making approach, Trade-oﬀ Compromising Algorithm,
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well suits for this situation because it can identify a robust so-
lution based on the decision maker’s trade-oﬀ information as
shown in Chapter 3. We will illustrate how the algorithm helps
the decision makers to make decisions for this intermodal rout-
ing problem. We assume that the decision maker has a linear
utility function. In this study, our goal is to minimize the linear
utility fucntion. Since there are diﬀerent ways to construct the
utility. We will test two cases here.
Setting 1: U(fC(x); fE(x); fT (x)) = 11+1+1 (1fC(x)+1fE(x)+
1fT (x))
Setting 2: U(fC(x); fE(x); fT (x)) = 2((1 2)fC(x)+2fE(x))+
(1  2)fT (x)
For Setting 1, we let 1 and 1 is constant so that the trade-
oﬀ between the cost and time is always constant. Since the ratio
between time and cost or time and emission is about 1 to 1000,
we let the weight of the time large enough so that the magnitude
of all criterion can be comparable each other. In this case, we set
1 = 4 and 1 = 1004. Since the emission criteria is ambiguous,
we assume the weight of the emission is uncertain. Namely, we
denote 1  U(0; 7). U(a; b) is uniform distribution with lower
limit a and upper limit b.
For Setting 2, we have another linear utility function. We
let 2  U(0; 0:004) and 2  U(0; 1). In this case, utility is
designed using two parameters. One is controlling the trade-
oﬀ between emission and cost. Another one is controling the
trade-oﬀ between time and emission.
In Chapter 3, we introduce Trade-oﬀ Compromising Algo-
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. In here , we use 1,
1, 1, 2 and 2 to represent whji. For each stage, we generate
diﬀerent random parameters. After 20 iterations, it stops and
assumes that the ﬁnal solution is the most satisfactory. Then,
we generate a robust solution obtained in Phase 2. Finally, we
test the performance of the solution obtained by the decision
maker and the robust solution by generating 100 random utility
function. The computational result shows that the average max-
imum (worst) value of the utility function of the robust solution
is lower than the solution obtained by the decision maker if two
solutions are diﬀerent from each other. The solution obtained is
arbitrary in the experiment. Instead of just using the solution
obtained in Phase 1, we compare the robust solution with all
other non-dominated solutions.
4.1 Parameters of the Experiment
4.1.1 Cost, Emission and Transit time
Although we follow the case in Bookbinder and Fox [8], we
add emission consideration to the problem. In addition, cost
are slightly adjusted to reﬂect the current shipping rate. We
compared the cost indexes of 1998 (the publishing year of the
article) and the available data of the nearest year. The cost
index of each transportation mode is shown in Table 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3.
The emissions data of each route mainly base on three factor:
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Table 4.1: Cost index of rail freight in U.S.
Year Cost index of rail in U.S.
1998 62.4
2005 56.8
Source: Study of Railroad Rates: 1985-2007, Surface Transportation Board Oﬃce of
Economics, Environmental Analysis & Administration Section of Economics Result.
Table 4.2: Cost index of road freight in US and Canada
Year Cost index in US Cost index in Canada
2000 146 138
2005 134 137
Source: Operating Cost of Trucks 2005, Transport Canada
transportation mode, distance and weight. Then the emission
of each route is computed by:
emission of the route = emission factor (kgCO2/ tonnes -km)
 distance (km) weight (kg)
In this problem, we only consider one container is shipped
from Canada to Mexico. We assume the weight of 1 TEU con-
tainer as 21.75 tonnes [32]. The distance is computed by the
model of Ballou et al. [2]. The emission factor is mainly fol-
lowed the data from eco-transit [32]. The emission factor is
shown in Table 4.4. The ﬁnal set of data are shown in Table
A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 in the Appendix A.
Table 4.3: Cost index of water freight in US and Canada
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Table 4.4: Emission factor calculated by using the manual of Eco-transit [32]





In this experiment, we pick three scenarios, from Vancouver
to Guadalajara, Calgory to Monterrey and Montreal to Mexico
City. Since we have 2 settings for the utility function, there are
total 2 3 computational results.
4.2 Computational Result
For each scenario, we run 20 times for Phase 1 and assume
that the last solution obtained by the decision maker is the most
desirable to the decision maker. Then, we use the trade-oﬀ
information in Phase 1 to generate a robust solution in Phase 2.
The experiment will randomly generate 100 utility functions
with the same setting of parameters as the previous section.
Average utility value, worst (maximum) utility value, average
diﬀerence will be obtained in follows while Average utility value
is calculated by P100
i=1 Ui(SolutionObtained)
100
Worst utility value is calculated by




Ui(SolutionObtained) is the utility value corresponding to
the solution obtained at iteration i in the experiment. In this
experiment, we will run 10 times for each scenario to eliminate
any outliers.
Case 1.x represents any scenario using the utility with Setting
1. Case 2.x represents any scenario using the utility with Setting
1. Case x.1 represents the scenario of Vancouver to Guadalajara
with any setting; Case x.2 represents the scenario of Calgory to
Monterrey with any setting; Case x.3 represents the scenario
of Montreal to Mexico City with any setting. We summarize
the computational result by presenting the mean of the sample
mean of the average utility and the worst utility in Table 4.5.
The detailed result is shown in the Appendix B.1.
Table 4.5 presents the solutions obtatined for Case 1.1, 1.2
and 1.3 respectively. The solution is in the order of (Cost,
Emission, Time). Robust solutions of Case 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are
(4098,2691,8), (2267,2148,7.5) and (2667,2479,7.5) respectively.
The worst utility is computed by the formula that is mentioned
previously. We can see that in each case, the robust solution has
the least worst utility compared to the other solutions’ worst
utility.
Table 4.6 presents the solutions obtatined for Case 2.1, 2.2
and 2.3 respectively. Robust solutions of Case 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3
are (4281,3040,6), (2267,2148,7.5) and (2667,2479,7.5) respec-
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Table 4.5: Summary of Case 1
Case 1.1
Type Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
Robust Solution (4098; 2691; 8) 37.56934896 46.4423752
Other Solution (5291; 3957; 4) 43.91535142 56.9994712
Other Solution (6111; 2910; 6:5) 46.77520788 56.3473862
Other Solution (4281; 3040; 6) 37.70588661 47.7429057
Other Solution (5101; 1992; 8:5) 40.56574307 47.0908208
Case 1.2
Type Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
Robust Solution (2267; 2148; 7:5) 25.96166 33.2449
Other Solution (4178; 3405; 5) 37.53323 48.6559
Other Solution (5319; 3621; 4) 42.93105 54.74864
Other Solution (5112; 4017; 4) 43.29946 56.42272
Case 1.3
Type Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
Robust Solution (2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.97684 37.49528
Other Solution (6202; 1955; 8:5) 45.63719 52.27549
Other Solution (6159; 2052; 10) 47.23834 54.20685
Other Solution (3269; 2339; 7) 30.97693 38.99941
Other Solution (3377; 3137; 5:5) 32.71748 43.51076
Other Solution (6911; 2613; 6:5) 49.37782 58.29098
Other Solution (3979; 2997; 5) 34.71757 45.01489
Other Solution (3972; 3903; 3:5) 36.26016 49.70266
Other Solution (7507; 3379; 4:5) 52.92051 64.48288
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Table 4.6: Summary of Case 2
Case 2.1
Type Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
Robust Solution (4281; 3040; 6) 13.11314171 22.12685924
Other Solution (5291; 3957; 4) 12.99262288 24.02777415
Other Solution (6111; 2909; 6:5) 15.26835428 28.98637163
Other Solution (4281; 3040; 6) 14.59279524 23.34428178
Other Solution (5101; 1992; 8:5) 15.38887311 27.09468915
Case 2.2
Type Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
Robust Solution (2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.92132153 16.29231791
Other Solution (5112; 4017; 4) 12.60456751 20.81475311
Other Solution (5319; 3621; 4) 12.96225484 23.87990889
Other Solution (4178; 3405; 5) 13.15728948 23.29331596
Case 2.3
Type Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
Robust Solution (2667; 2479; 7:5) 12.69456042 17.76102989
Other Solution (6202; 1955; 8:5) 16.69419285 30.97580212
Other Solution (6159; 2052; 10) 18.24691158 32.3357451
Other Solution (3269; 2339; 7) 12.65436474 19.16609548
Other Solution (3377; 3137; 5:5) 12.08283345 18.5044878
Other Solution (6911; 2613; 6:5) 16.08246588 31.64484133
Other Solution (3979; 2997; 5) 12.04263778 19.88305345
Other Solution (3972; 3903; 3:5) 11.46733873 19.08590504
Other Solution (7507; 3379; 4:5) 15.46697116 31.92983866
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tively. We can see that in each case, the robust solution has the
least worst utility compared to the other solutions’ worst utility.
In addition, the robust solutions of Case 2.1 and 2.3 do not have
the lowest average utility. It implies that the robust solution do
not guarantee optimizing the utility.
Although the robust solution does not guarantee that the
average utility value is the lowest among all non-dominated so-
lutions, it performs relatively well in most of the cases. Fur-
thermore, the robust solution guarantees that, given a utility
function, the maximum (worst) utility will be the lowest. For
example in Case 2.3 of Table 4.6, the robust solution obtained is
[2667; 2479; 7:5]. Its average utility for the ﬁrst run is 12.69. Its
average utility is greater than some of the non-domianted so-
lutions ((3377; 3137; 5:5), (3979; 2997; 5) and (3972; 3903; 3:5)).
However, we can see that the possible worst value of these solu-
tions could be up to 19.88 in average, which is higher than the
robust solution in average by 2 unit.
We also ﬁnd that when number of iteration of Phase 1 is
greater, the robust solution is more likely to be obtained. Figure
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 shows that the utility value of the robust solution
when 2 = [0; 1]; 2 = [0; 0:004] and the number of iterations of
Phase 1 increases from 1 to 100. The detailed result is shown in
Table B.13, B.14 and B.15 in Appendix B.2. We ﬁnd that the
average maximum (worst) utility value will be relatively stable
when number of iteration is about 20. When the number of
iterations is about 20, the robust solution is obtained in every
run. This also explains that why we set number of iterations in
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Figure 4.1: average maximum (worst) utility value vs no. of iteration
Though there are random ﬂuctuation, the average worst utility become
stable when number of iteration is greater than or equal to around 8 to 10.
Phase 1 to be 20 in our previous experiment.
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Figure 4.2: average maximum (worst) utility value vs no. of iteration
The average worst utility become stable when number of iteration is greater
than or equal to 5.
Figure 4.3: average maximum (worst) utility value vs no. of iteration
Though there are random ﬂuctuation, the average worst utility become
stable when number of iteration is greater than or equal to 20.
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4.2.1 Managerial Implication
A robust solution also reﬂects the conservative side of the
decision maker. Even though we take green as one of the con-
siderations, we ﬁnd that the greenest solution has never been
one of the robust solutions in the cases shown previously. This
implies that the greenest solution is usually far from the mini-
mum cost and minimum time of the feasible routes. Indeed, the
robust solution is still one of the non-dominated route of time
and cost after considering the uncertain utility function.
Figure 4.4 shows the three optimal routes. The attribute
of the route is in the order of (cost, emission, time). For cost
minimization route, we have (4098,2691,8) . For emission mini-
mization route, we have (5101,1992,8.5). For time minimization
route, we have (5291,3957,4). When we use Setting 1, the ro-
bust solution is cost minimization route but the robust solution
changes when we use Setting 2, the robust route is combination
of the cost minimization route (Vancouver to Los Angeles) and
time minimization route (Los Angeles to Guadalajara), which
has the value of (4281,3040,6).
After visualizing the utility function of each solution, we will
understand why the red route would be selected as robust solu-
tion.
We can see that from Figure 4.6 that the red plane (utility
of the robust route) has the lowest maximum value among four
planes. The maximum of the utility functions are all at the point
of 2 = 1 and 2 = 0:004. At that point, the order of magnitude
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Figure 4.4: Routes of minimum cost, emission and time from Vancouver to
Guadalajara (This map is extracted from Google Map)
Orange: Cost minimization route and robust route for Case 1
(Vancouver-Seattle-Los Angeles-El Paso-Guadalajara)
Green: Emission minimization route
(Vancouver-Seattle-Manzanillo-Guadalajara)
Blue: Time minimization route (Vancouver-Los Angeles-Guadalajara)
Red: Robust route (Vancouver-Seattle-Los Angeles-Guadalajara) for Case
2.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of utility of Setting 1 from Vancouver to Guadala-
jara
x axis is  = [0; 10]; y axis is  = [0; 10]; z axis is the utility value.
Orange: Utility value of cost minimization route or robust route in Case 1
Green: Utility value of emission minimization route
Blue: Utility value of time minimization route
is Emission > Time > Cost > Robust. Another observation is
that based on the given utility, the greenest solution will only
be adopted when 2 = [0:8; 1] and 2 = [0:025; 0:004].
In Figure 4.5, we can see that greenest solution is neither the
most unfavourable solution nor robust solution most of the time
unless we know that 1 < 6 and 1 > 2.
Diﬀerent from Vancouver to Guadalajara, the robust solution
are the same in both Case 1 and 2. For cost minimization or
emission minimization route, we have (2267,2148,7.5). For time
minimization route, we have two solutions. One is (5112,4017,4)
(Blue 1) and the other one is (5319,3621,4) (Blue 2).
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of utility of Setting 2 from Vancouver to Guadala-
jara
x axis is  = [0; 0:004]; y axis is  = [0; 1]; z axis is the utility value.
Orange: Utility value of cost minimization route
Green: Utility value of emission minimization route
Blue: Utility value of time minimization route
Red: Utility value of the robust route in Case 2
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Figure 4.7: Routes of minimum cost, emission and time from Calgory to
Montterrey (This map is extracted from Google Map)
Orange: Cost minimization route and robust route for Case 2
(Calgory-Chicago-Laredo-Monterrey)
Green: Emission minimization route and robust route for Case 2
(Calgory-Chicago-Laredo-Monterrey)
Light Blue: Time minimization route (Calgory-Los Angeles-Monterrey)
Blue: Time minimization route (Calgory-Houston-Monterrey)
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Figure 4.8: Visualization of utility of Setting 1 from Calgory to Montterrey
x axis is  = [0; 10]; y axis is  = [0; 10]; z axis is the utility value.
Green: Utility value of cost and emission minimization route and robust
route in Case 1
Light Blue: Utility value of time minimization route 1
Deep Blue: Utility value of time minimization route 2
In Case 1 and 2, the robust route is the cost or emission min-
imization route. As we can see in Figure 4.8 and 4.9, the green
plane (utility of robust route) is relatively ﬂat in the selected
region. This implies that the solution is quite stable and insen-
sitive to  and . When the range of  and  is large, it is
sensible to choose the green route since it has a stable and low
utility value. While some more information is known (e.g. 
is small), we can choose some solution which is less stable but
better utility in a small range of parameters.
We can ﬁnd that in Figure 4.10, the cost minimization route
has the value of (2667,2479,7.5). The emission minimization
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Figure 4.9: Visualization of utility of Setting 2 from Calgory to Montterrey
x axis is  = [0; 0:004]; y axis is  = [0; 1]; z axis is the utility value.
Green: Utility value of cost, emission minimization route and robust route
for Case 2
Light Blue: Utility value of time minimization route 1
Deep Blue: Utility value of time minimization route 2
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route has the value of (6202,1955,8.5) and the time minimiza-
tion route has the value of (3972,3903,3.5). If we look at the
utility plots on Figure 4.12, we can see that the green plane
(emission minimization route) is the highest plane in most of
the situations. Therefore, it is very unlikely to be the robust
solution or being chosen as the desirable solution.
Similarly, ﬁgure 4.11 shows that the green plane covers most
area. It is very unlikely to obtain the green solution as robust so-
lution unless the preference towards green criteria is very strong
and determined.
To conclude, an emission minimization route is usually not
treated as a robust solution unless we set a very determined and
heavier weight for the green criteria. This implies that unless
we extremely emphasize the emission objective and treat time
objective less important, the greenest solution will never be a
robust solution (or conservative choice of the decision maker).
However, the robust route in case 2 is found to be the greenest
route. This only happens when emission minimization is align-
ing with cost minimization. We conclude that, without further
preference information, the conservative choice of the logistics
manager is still choosing the non-dominated routes of cost and
time (solutions lying on the Pareto front of cost-time objective
space).
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Figure 4.10: Routes of minimum cost, emission and time from Montreal to
Mexico City (This map is extracted from Google Map)
Orange: Cost minimization route and robust route for Case 1 and 2
(Montreal-Chicago-Houston-Mexico City)
Green: Emission minimization route
(Montreal-Chicago-Houston-TampicoMexico City)
Blue: Time minimization routeMontreal-Houston-Mexico City)
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Figure 4.11: Visualization of utility of Setting 1 from Montreal to Mexico
City
x axis is  = [0; 10]; y axis is  = [0; 10]; z axis is the utility value.
Orange: Utility value of cost minimization and robust route for Case 1
Green: Utility value of cost, emission minimization route
Blue: Utility value of time minimization and robust route
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Figure 4.12: Visualization of utility of Setting 2 from Montreal to Mexico
City
x axis is  = [0; 0:004]; y axis is  = [0; 1]; z axis is the utility value.
Orange: Utility value of cost minimization and robust route for Case 2
Green: Utility value of cost, emission minimization route
Blue: Utility value of time minimization and robust route
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4.3 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we conduct a case study of intermodal rout-
ing problem for NAFTA using multi-objective shortest path
model. We assume that every decision maker has a linear util-
ity function but some of the weightings are unknown. Six cases
are demonstrated to show the usefulness of our interactive al-
gorithm. We ﬁnd that our proposed algoirthm can obtain the
robust solution. Moreover, in this study, we ﬁnd that the aver-
age maximum utility will approach to minimum as iterations of
Phase 1 increase. The study suggests that we can get the most
robust solution when iterations is larger than about 20 iterations
using Trade-oﬀ Compromising Algorithm. We further analyse
the robust solution based on the case of NAFTA [8]. We show
that unless a clearer preference information to green objective
is given, the conservative choice of the logistics manager is only
considering cost and time.
2 End of chapter.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this research we study a multi-objective problem of green
logistics. In the industry, a decision maker feels vague and dif-
ﬁcult to make decisions when problem is associated with any
green consideration. Our problem is formulated as a random
linear utility function with multi-objective optimization prob-
lem. Since routing problem is one of the common problems of
green logistics, we further develop a heuristic for minimax path
to solve the problem eﬃciently.
Chapter 2 reviews two main topics in the literature. They
are routing with green consideration and interactive routing
method. Taking green consideration is relatively new in the
literature of routing problem. Also, in most of the time, single
objective is considered for traditional routing problem. Unlike
some of the traditional routing problems, we can see that green
consideration is vague and diﬃcult to deﬁne what is the best
choice. Therefore, the utility of the decision maker is uncertain.
We discuss some existing interactive routing methods in this
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Chapter. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them
discuss how to seek the desirable solution for the decision maker
with uncertain utility by interactive method. Therefore, we in-
tend to develop an interactive method to solve this problem.
In Chapter 3, we discuss the deﬁnitions of the multi-objective
programming and some existing interactive methods. In addi-
tion, we propose a new interactive method and design a modiﬁed
shortest path algorithm to solve problem more eﬃciently.
We ﬁrst discuss some existing interactive methods for multi-
objective programming. We attempt to bridge the trade-oﬀ
based interactive method with the RD algorithms. It is be-
cause GDF algorithm cannot solve any integer problem while
our proposed algorithm can be used to serve for this purpose.
Moreover, we realize that when the utility become uncertain, it
is diﬃcult to ﬁnd the desirable solution which optimize the util-
ity. Therefore, we design the interactive method in two phases.
The ﬁrst phase allows decision maker explores the Pareto front
and the system records the utility generated by the trade-oﬀ in-
formation given by the decision maker. Then, in Phase 2, the
algorithm can base on the information in Phase 1 to generate
a robust solution. This algorithm is applicable to linear utility
function, which is commonly used in the literature.
To be more computationally eﬃcient, we develop a modi-
ﬁed shortest path algorithm for the interactive methods. The
proposed interactive method can be generalized as a constrained
minimax path problem. In Section 3.3.2, a constrained minimax
path heuristic is proposed. We solve the problem using pruning
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procedure based on the lower bound generated by Lagrangian
relaxation. When there is no constraints, we can simply use one-
row relaxation. However, when constraints are introduced, we
tighten the lower bound by running the Lagrangian constraint
relaxation (Algorithm 11). The general idea of these procedure
is dualizing the constraints and running the shortest path al-
gorithm to seek a tighter lower bound for the optimal value in
each node. A computational experiment is conducted in this
Chapter as well. We showed that our proposed algorithm is
better than the exact method and CPlex when the network size
is large. However, when number of objective is large, the compu-
tational time of the exact method is as fast as or faster than our
proposed heuristic. We suspect that when number of objective
increases, there is higher chance to prune away the non-optimal
path. Although heuristic does not guarantee optimal solution,
in the computational experiment, optimal solutions are found in
most cases.
In Chapter 4, we conduct a case study of intermodal routing
under NAFTA. We add emission consideration and adjusted the
cost based on the study in Bookbinder and Fox [8]. Since the
manager may face an uncertain utility when we add emission
as one of the considerations. We ﬁrst assume the utility of the
manager is linear and we apply our proposed interactive method.
We further test our algorithm using the case studies. We ﬁnd
that the robustness of Robust solution generated by Phase 2 is
subject to number of iteration. The computational result of our
case study shows that when number of iterations is greater than
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or equal to 20, the solution obtained in Phase 2 is very stable
(same solution in all cases) and the most robust. Also, a robust
solution has the least possible maximum utility value when it is
compared to other non-dominated solutions. In other word, it
will not be “too bad” even it is not the optimal solution for any
given utility. Furthermore, we also conclude that when prefer-
ence information is unclear, the supply chain manager should
stick with the traditional considerations (i.e. cost and time) in-
stead of adopting the greenest solution because it is undesirable
in most of the time.
In the future, we hope to test our algorithm using more gen-
eral utility function instead of linear form. Moreover, since the
proposed interactive method is a generic model, we can also ex-
tend the formulation and construct some decision making prob-
lem related to green logistics.
2 End of chapter.
Appendix A
Data of the Case study in
NAFTA
2 End of chapter.
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Table A.1: All data of water freight
Cost (USD)
Veracruz Tampico Manzanillo
Toronto 3375.81 - -
Montreal 3375.81 - -
Halifax - 2726.61 -
Los Angeles - - 3505.92
Houston 3782.7 3782.7 -
Time (Days)
Toronto 6 - -
Montreal 6 - -
Halifax - 16 -
Los Angeles - - 4
Houston 3 2 -
Emission (kg)
Toronto 2622.564 - -
Montreal 2405.946 - -
Halifax - 2174.39 -
Los Angeles - - 897.8416
Houston 496.726 378.7069 -
Table A.2: All data of road freight 1
Cost (USD)
Vancouver Halifax Seattle Los Angeles Houston Chicago
Vancouver - - 283.928 2203.91 3764.52 -
Calgary 888.514 1208.18 2498.76 3225.46 2644.7
Winnipeg - - - 3318.78 2455.8 1428.57
Toronto - 1603.3 - - 2464.01 1361.07
Montreal - - - - 2963.37 1361.07
Time (Days)
Vancouver - - 0.5 1.5 2 -
Calgary 0.5 - 1 1.5 2 1.5
Winnipeg - - - 2 1.5 1
Toronto - 1 - - 1.5 0.5
Montreal - - - - 2 1
Emission (kg)
Vancouver - - 198.7068 1796.773 3296.665
Calgary 698.7295 - 735.4196 1989.417 2930.881 2330.342
Winnipeg - - - 2544.786 2319.405 1195.793
Toronto - 1323.341 - - 2118.731 712.2493
Montreal - - - - 2651.449 1220.152
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Table A.3: All data of road freight 2
Cost (USD)
Guadalajara Monterrey Mexico City
Los Angeles 3086.59 2613 3822.67
El Paso 2357.85 1529.99 2266.07
Laredo 2185.3 435.959 1520.81
Houston 2803.9 2093.52 1008.67
Tampico 1027.03 821.438 760.863
Veracruz 1304.21 1403.33 717.726
Manzanillo 401.082 1065.58 1267.49
Time (Days)
Los Angeles 2.5 2.5 3
El Paso 2.5 2 2.5
Laredo 2.5 1.5 2
Houston 2.5 2 1.5
Tampico 2 1 0.5
Veracruz 2 2 1
Manzanillo 1 2 2
Emission (kg)
Los Angeles 2160.485 2027.164 2575.417
El Paso 1316.338 936.7267 1608.176
Laredo 883.0982 227.3501 929.196
Houston 1334.073 690.0205 1251.569
Tampico 613.429 473.9673 348.6997
Veracruz 796.4651 866.3857 327.264
Manzanillo 215.1133 872.553 565.8213
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Table A.4: All data of rail freight
Cost (USD)
Vancouver Halifax Chicago Los Angeles Houston Laredo El Paso
Vancouver - - - - 1888.782 - -
Calgary 557.9872 - 733.6667 - - - -
Winnipeg - - 561.6282 - - - -
Toronto - 933.0128 467.8718 - - - -
Montreal - 634.4487 651.7436 - - - -
Seattle - - - 910.2564 - - -
Los Angeles - - - - - - 546.1538
Chicago - - - - 1006.744 1096.859 -
Time (Days)
Vancouver - - - - 6 - -
Calgary 2 - 4 - - - -
Winnipeg - - 2 - - - -
Toronto - 4 2 - - - -
Montreal - 3 3 - - - -
Seattle - - - 3 - - -
Los Angeles - - - - - - 2
Chicago - - - - 3 2 -
Emission (kg)
Vancouver - - - - 1518.568 - -
Calgary 321.8612 - 1073.444 - - - -
Winnipeg - - 550.8274 - - - -
Toronto - 609.5806 328.0889 - - - -
Montreal - 386.7723 562.0479 - - - -
Seattle - - - 680.496 - - -
Los Angeles - - - - - - 495.8704
Chicago - - - - 665.7024 847.4128 -
Appendix B
Computational results
B.1 Computational result of the case studies
Table B.1: Robust Solution for Case 1.1
Robust Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
(4098; 2691; 8) 37.91511023 46.56298602
(4098; 2691; 8) 37.47221624 46.38561923
(4098; 2691; 8) 37.94099674 46.40244297
(4098; 2691; 8) 36.69807347 46.55435998
(4098; 2691; 8) 38.0670447 46.52123043
(4098; 2691; 8) 36.80699447 46.32419943
(4098; 2691; 8) 37.82342863 46.51803952
(4098; 2691; 8) 37.95480533 46.27243973
(4098; 2691; 8) 37.74834937 46.3300569
(4098; 2691; 8) 37.26647046 46.55237753
Case 1.1: Vancouver to Guadalajara;
 The solution is chosen by decision maker at the last step.
(5291,3957,4)
Average Utility Worst Utility
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Case 1.1: Vancouver to Guadalajara;
Robust Solution for Case 1.2
Table B.3: Robust Solution for Case 1.2
Robust Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 26.11739984 33.14666646
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 26.60951499 33.1502586
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 26.01893143 33.11539722
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 26.10543664 33.20055123
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 26.24155144 33.33727492
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 25.96936234 33.21238064
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 25.62707565 33.08569715
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 26.56489198 33.00271375
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 26.458093 33.26641655
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(2267; 2148; 7:5) 25.96166264 33.24490414
Case 1.2: Calgory to Monterrey;
 The solution is chosen by decision maker at the last step.
Other Solutions for Case 1.2
Table B.4: Other Solution for Case 1.2
(4178,3405,5)
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Case 1.2: Calgory to Monterrey;
Robust Solution for Case 1.3
Table B.5: Robust Solution for Case 1.3
Robust Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.8861811 37.47247756
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.97573327 37.45666385
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.48834377 37.56303772
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 29.34812883 37.48894427
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 29.62886322 37.55418364
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.97655506 37.35773272
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.95755164 37.52873247
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.89682578 37.51090945
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.63947523 37.49004795
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 28.97074726 37.53005205
Case 1.3: Montreal to Mexico City;
 The solution is chosen by decision maker at the last step.
Table B.6: Other Solution for Case 1.3
(2667,2479,7.5)
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Case 1.3: Montreal to Guadalajara;  = 0:001
Robust Solution for Case 2.1
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Table B.7: Robust Solution for Case 2.1
Robust Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
(4281; 3040; 6) 12.64788578 22.8121548
(4281; 3040; 6) 13.56236241 21.83344727
(4281; 3040; 6) 12.81232395 22.57795139
(4281; 3040; 6) 13.72785417 21.7594108
(4281; 3040; 6) 13.47616678 22.62962078
(4281; 3040; 6) 12.28409506 22.11353779
(4281; 3040; 6) 12.9449307 21.1613614
(4281; 3040; 6) 13.28218759 22.08825718
(4281; 3040; 6) 13.18112683 21.82513235
(4281; 3040; 6) 13.2124838 22.46771868
Case 2.1: Vancouver to Mexico City;  = [0; 1];  = [0; 0:004]
 The solution is chosen by decision maker at the last step.
Other Solutions for Case 2.1
Table B.8: Other Solution for Case 2.1
(5291; 3957; 4)
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15.69107735 26.30870373
15.37885513 27.54796488
Case 2.1: Vancouver to Mexico City
Robust Solution for Case 2.2
Table B.9: Robust Solution for Case 2.2
Robust Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.85982334 16.30207803
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.78463141 16.15892216
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.95415621 16.17747802
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.84911644 16.39524977
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.6272525 16.12063076
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.74712052 16.22430977
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.9850947 16.4844027
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 11.91494771 16.28199604
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 12.40609309 16.46186337
(2267; 2148; 7:5) 12.0849794 16.31624849
Case 2.2: Calgory to Monterrey;  = [0; 1];  = [0; 0:004]
 The solution is chosen by decision maker at the last step.
Table B.10: Other Solution for Case 2.2
(4178,3405,5)




































Case 2.2: Calgory to Monterrey
Robust Solution for Case 2.3
Table B.11: Robust Solution for Case 2.3
Robust Solution Average Utility Worst Utility
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 12.83321615 18.0034473
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(2667; 2479; 7:5) 13.534357 17.58417527
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 13.19754987 17.75437389
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 12.92130136 17.69479079
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 11.95248226 17.5390128
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 12.81159032 17.83333499
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 12.67593054 17.78338617
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 12.56029152 17.99461532
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 12.46378019 17.86904899
(2667; 2479; 7:5) 11.99510494 17.55411335
Case 2.3: Montreal to Mexico City
 The solution is chosen by decision maker at the last step.
Other Solutions for Case 2.3
Table B.12: Other Solution for Case 2.3
(6202,1955,8.5)

















































Average Utility Worst Utility
49.28296171 58.26711915
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(7507,3379,4.5)











Case 2.3 Montreal to Mexico City
B.2 Computational result of testing number
of iterations
Table B.13: Maximum Utility Value of Case 2.1
no.of iteration at Phase 1 1 5 10
average 22.89788014 21.8292856 21.89111038
maximum 26.14847063 22.79093787 22.82986108
no.of iteration at Phase 1 15 20 50
average 22.08307788 21.88454661 22.01022758
maximum 22.80491219 22.98569553 22.98569553
no.of iteration at Phase 1 100
average 21.8430454
maximum 22.85403717
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Table B.14: Maximum Utility Value of Case 2.2
no.of iteration at Phase 1 1 5 10
average 17.7925332 16.28950794 16.23826568
maximum 24.90245642 16.50373937 16.47185595
no.of iteration at Phase 1 50 100
average 16.26012576 16.23556181
maximum 16.50995316 16.44871352
Table B.15: Maximum Utility Value of Case 2.3
no.of iteration at Phase 1 1 5 10
average 18.8277722 18.0426676 17.9518
maximum 20.0453546 19.61462675 19.96365
no.of iteration at Phase 1 15 20 30
average 17.849616 17.76462252 17.81445
maximum 19.372231 18.10267214 18.06342
no.of iteration at Phase 1 40 60 80
average 17.7955114 17.84448288 17.79708
maximum 18.0790306 18.09107102 18.0465
no.of iteration at Phase 1 100
average 17.7426794
maximum 17.9861338
2 End of chapter.
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